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JEAN-BAPTïST BESARD, Renaissance Gentleman
Julia Sutton

Gentleman, lawyer, physician, and lutenist,
Jean-Baptiste Besard1was born in Besançon«
Franche-Comté ( ca
*
1567)«. spent a rather peri
patetic adult life in Rome, Cologne« and Augs
burg« edited a collection of historical docu
ments, and produced three books on music and
one on medicine.
The musical works include
two large collections of lute music and one
lute instruction manual which were widely dis
seminated in their day and now are important
factors in the current lute revival. It is
therefore pertinent to look into Besard's bio
graphy in some detail·

Despite his five publications, which con
tain some autobiographical information in their
typically effusive dedications to prospective
patrons, and some biographical information in
the usual laudatory poems to the author by his
friends, extensive information concerning Besard's life is npt available
*
Fetis,2 Castan,3
La Laurencie,4 Eitner,5 Chilesotti,6 and Boetticher,7 among others, have written brief bio
graphical notes based on the meager data they
have been able to obtain« When comparisons are
made among these biographical articles, however,
it Is apparent that the record is still not clear,
especially with regard to Besard’s publica
tions ■ A limited independent search for infor
mation by this writer seemed warranted, there
fore· Such a search has served in part to
verify much of the information supplied by
Castan, especially that based upon documents
in Besançonj8 but it has also shed some new

1 The German and English form of the last name,
Besard, rather than the French Besard or the Latin
Besardus, is used throughout this article, not only
because the French spelling does not appear in any
of Besard
s
*
publications, but because it is a use
ful compromise between the French and Latin spellings ■
The Latin was the most frequently used form of the name·
aF. J. Fetis, Biographie universe lie des musiciens, I
(2nd ed., Paris, 1864), 395.
5 Auguste Castan, "Note sur Jean-Baptiste Besard
de Besançon célèbre luthiste," Mémoires de la société
d'émulation du Doubs, Series 5, I (1876), 25-32.
9 Lionel de la Laurencie, Les Luthistes (Paris, 1926) ,
pp. 94-96.
5 Robert Eitner,Biographisch-bibliographisches QuellenLexican, II (Leipzig, 1900), 15.

6 Oscar Chilesotti, "Musiciens française Jean-Bap
tiste Besard, et les luthistes du XVI® siècle," Con
gres international d'histoire de la musique, Paris, 19001
Documents, mémoires et uom(Solesmes , 1901), pp. 179-90.

'Wolfgang Boetti.cher, "Besardus," Die Nusih in Geachtci« und Gegeiwart (hereafter referred to as MG),
ed. Friedrich Blume, I (Kassel and Basel, 1949-51),
cols. 1815-19.

light upon Besard
·
*
stay and publications in
Augsburg·9 Th· following, then, is a brief ac
count of the authenticated facts of Besard
s
*
life, with some assumptions based upon this
information·
According to Castan, the records show that
Besard
s
*
father, originally from Jussey, in
Franche-Comté, married Marguerite Gigouley of
Besançon (no date given), purchased property
there in 1580, acted in 1597 in
official
capacity as collector of part of the town
*
s
ransom for Henri IV of France (who was threat
ening the town with a siege),10 and had four
children, Jean-Baptiste being the only boy· 11
There is no baptismal record for Jean-Baptiste,
but his graduation from .the nearby University
of Dole in 1587 with the "double degree of Li
centiate and Doctor of Laws"12 prompted Castan
8 Castan, op, ett,, p. 28: "Les détails qui vont
suivre ont été puisés dans lea Archives de la ville
de Besançon."

9 It is with regard to the Augsburg publications
of 1617 that most of the inaccuracies appear, e,g.,
that the Isagoge was a second edition of the Thesaurus
(Castan, op. cit., pp. 27f )î that the Isagoge was Besard* s
second treatise on lute pedagogy (la Laurencie, (op.
cit., p. 96); that Robert Dowland's "Necessarie Ob
servations Belonging to the Lute, and Lute-playing,”
in the Vàrietie of Lute Lessons (London,- 1610) was a
translation of the Isogoge (Reese, Music tn the Re
naissance (New York, 1954), p. 844) j that the ïsagoge
was published in 1614 (Boetticher, op. ctt., col. 1815)j
that the Antrum philosophicum was a book on medicine
and alchemy (Castan, op. cit,» p. 28) · The exact con
tents of the Nevus partus have been known to a few
scholars (Chilesotti among them), but Boetticher op.
cit., col. 1816) is wrong in his comparison between
the composers in it and in the Thesaurus, and Lesure
(art. "Francisque," MGG, IV, col. 637) is wrong
in
saying that Besard apparently did not know of Fran
cisque. Significant errors by these and other scho
lars will be noted in the body of the text, but it is
hoped that in the main a straightforward exposition
of the facta will be sufficient.
10 Besançon is the capital of Franche-Comté , which in
Besard's time still considered itself part of Bur
gundy: Burgundy proper, however, had been seized by
France in 1477, while Franche-Comté did not become a
part of France until 1678. Besançon is now in the
département of Doubs.
11Castan, op. cit,, p.29.

1ECastan, loe. cit,, gives the entire certificate
for Besard’s graduation, as found in the Acta rectoria
universitatis Dolonae ; "Eruditissimus dominus, necnon
raorum probitate conspicuus., Joannes-Baptiste BESARD,
Vesuntinus, a clarissitnis dominis jurisanticessoribus
dignus declaratus est cui licentiae simul et docturae
laurea in utroque jure conferretur, quan idcirco decima nona martii hujus anni octuagesima sèptimi in
frequenti legum auditorio consecutus est.--(Sign.)
CL. JAVEL, prorector."
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to suggest that Besard must have been at least
twenty years old by then, so that his year of
birth would have been co. 1567. This date is
still accepted as reasonable·13
17
16
*15
On February 5, 1602, Jean-Baptiste Besard
married Pêronne Jacquot, daughter of a noble
Besançon family connected with the legal pro
fession· 111
The only clues to Besard * s where
abouts between his graduation in 1587 and his
marriage in 1602 are to be found in his later
publications, where he refers to his studies
in Rome·15

In 1603 Besard, now in Cologne, brought out
the collection of lute music for which he became
famous, the Thesaurus harmonious divini Laurencini
Romani, nec non praestantissimorum musicorum, qui hoc
secolo· « · excellunt, selectiss ima omnis generis
cantus in testudine modulamina continens , « · . This
major collection of 403 compositions consisted
of ten books, nine of them made up of homogeneous
groupings of pieces according to type, and the
tenth a miscellaneous collection. The music was
primarily for solo lute or lute and voice ( there
were just three compositions for two lutes).
Twenty-one different composers were named
( there were also 55 anonymous compositions)
Appended to the ten books of music was a set of
instructions on how to play the lute, the De
modo tn testudine libellas, which attained con
siderable independent importance,17 Printed by
Gerhard Grevenbruch18 in movable type, the im
mense influence of the Thesaurus is proven by
the numerous copies of individual compositions
from it that appeared in many later MSS and
printed works ·19
According to the most recent edition of
Raker's Biographical Dictionary,20 Besard went to
Rome to study following his marriage in 1602,
and then published the Thesaurus in Cologne in
16O3· Such a sequence of events seems, however,
quite farfetched, and is not mentioned by any
other authorities· The sheer size and impor
tance of the Thesaurus, as well as its catholic
13Boetticher, op, cit,, col. 1815, He also says,
"Das neuerdings mit 1575-1576 angegebene Geburtsdatum
(C, Schmidl, Dizionario deimustctstt, I, 173, und Bild
niskatalog H. W. Singer, Lpz. 1930, I, Nr. 7131) ist
zu spät angesetzt."
^Castan, op. cit., p. 29,
15

In 16o4 Besard edited the fifth volume of
the Hercurii gallobelgici, siva rcrust in Gallia at
Belgto pot issimuai Rungaria quoque : Germania, Polonia,
Rispania, Italia, Anglia, alijsqf Christ iant orbis
Ragnis, & Prooincifsab anno 1598 usq: ad annum gestarum, Also printed by Grevenbruch in Cologne,
it was part of a series of collected European
treaties and international legal .documents.
Since the title page of the Thesaurus indicates
that Besard printed it at his own expense, 2121
*25
23
22
Castan suggests that he may have paid for its
publication by serving in the capacity of editor
for the Rercurii,22 but there is no direct evi
dence to support this view·

Inthe preface to the Rercurii Besard refers
to an absence of several years from Besançon, z?
and mentions his activities in music and the
publication of the Thesaurus, Ties to Besançon
were still close, apparently: both the Thesau
rus and the fiercurii were dedicated to men with
Franche-Comté connections ,2i*
Whether or not Besard had his wife with him
in Cologne, or later in Augsburg, cannot be
determined, since all thé autobiographical and
biographical references fail to mention any fam
ily. The records in Besançon continue, however;
Their marriage contract, drawn up on February
5, 1602,,stipulated a dowry of 826 francs 10
gros in favor of the bride, a sum which the
husband (later) guaranteed by a deed of October
3, 16O5.
Here Jean-Baptiste Besard assured
his wife of the sura of 240 francs for her jewels.,
plus 400 francs by right of a marriage portion.
Later, Peronne acquired 1000 francs, in right
of her mother (du chef de sa stère), arising from
the sale of a house.

No records have been found of Besard’s
whereabouts between the publication of the
Mercurii in 1604 and his next publications in
Augsburg in 1617, although we may guess' that he
returned to Besançon for a brief visit in 1605
in order to conduct the business mentioned above «
In 1613 his father died, thus passing on to
Besard his letters of nobility; the proceeds
from the sale of his property, 7000 francs,
were legally divided among the four children.

, Antrum phi losophictm, fol. «4.

16Joseph Garton, J. B, Besard’s Thesaurus Barmoniaus
(Unpublished doctoral dissertation, University of
Indiana, 1952) has transcribed a portion of these
compositions and made a study of the Thesaurus ·
Laurencinus has been commonly supposed to have been
Besard's teacher, and many of the pieces in the The
saurus are attributed to him; but Garton, on p. 23,
states that he was unable to verify the assumption
that Laurencinus actually instructed Besard,
17An English translation of these instructions was
subsequently printed in Robert Dowland's Varietie of
Lute Lessons (London, 1610),

lflWilli Kahl, "Köln;" WG, VII (1958), cols. 132755, says of Grevenbruch, "Der regsamste Kölner Musik
drucker und wohl auch-Verleger dieser Zeit, der sich
für einheimische Komp, einsetzte, seinen Landsleuten
aber auch die zeitgenöss, Musik des Auslands, vor
allem Italiens, vermittelte, war seit 1593 Gerhard
Grevenbruch,. dem sein Sohn Peter Folgte.*1

19Boetticher, op« eit., col. 1816.
20 Nicholas Slonimsky,' ed. Baker’s Biographical Dic
tionary of Musicians (5th ed,, New York, 1958), p. 14?.
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ity and up-to-date character, suggest that it
was the product of several years’ work in so
phisticated surroundings. Aside from Besard’s
own statements, unfortunately, no other record
of his stay in Rome has been found.

21 The following appears at the bottom of the.title
page of the Thesaurust "Excudebat Gerardus Greuenbruch,
sumptibus Authorls, Anno redemption!» M.DC. HI. Cum
gratia & prtuilegio Sac, Cass, latest, ad decenniim,"

22Castan, op, citlt p.27.
23Fol. A3r: "Cum iam praeterlapsis alquiot annis a
patria longincuus barumque regionura diutumus hospis
« * * «p

2i,The Thesaurus was dedicated to Philippe-Guillaume
of Nassau, the youngest son of William the Silent,
"mais attaché néanmoins au service de l’Espagne"
(Castan, op, cit., p. 26), Besard gives him the title
of Viscount of Besançon C'Vicecomiti Antuerpiensi, K
Vesontmo"), which Castan (toe. dt,) says he possessed
as the indirect heir of the house of Chalon, younger
branch of the former ruling family of Franche-Comté«
The Mcraurii was dedicated to Antoine de la BaumeSaint-Amour, abbé of Luxeuil in Franche-Comté, which
is 77 kilometers northeast of Besançon..
25Castan, op. eft., p.30.

At this time, Péronne Jacquot Be sard apparently
used the services of her jurist father, Claude
Jacquot, to claim 2466 francs 10 gros from this
inheritance as owed to her by her husband« 2627
While the separation of financial property be
tween husband and wife was not unusual at that
time, Peronne’s need for her father’s services
in order to lay a claim on the inheritance
suggests that her husband might have spent her
marriage portion, and that this was the only
way she could regain it« These records of fam
ily business also seem to suggest that Peronne
remained in Besançon while her husband was in
Cologne, but they are really too sparse to be
conclusive« There are no records in Besançon of
any children born to Péronne and Jean-Baptiste «

A search by the writer in the Augsburg Stadt■archiv through the town records of 1604 through
1620 (the years when Besard might have been in
Augsburg) has failed to turn up any signs of
his residence there « These records included
yearly listings of the military census, of tax
able-property holders, and those who acted in
any official capacity for the city« One can
only surmise that if Besard actually lived in
Augsburg during any of those years it was as
a guest or member of the household of a promiinent citizen, as will be explained below. At
any rate, in 1617 Besard had two musical books
and a medical book printed by David Franck the
Elder of AugsburgThe musical works were
published by Stephen Michelspacher of Tyrol,28
the large medical book was printed at Besard’s
own expense«29*32
The three works published in Augsburg were:
Jsagoge in artem testudinariam (dedicationda ted June
50, 1617), the Antrum phi losaphicum (dated July,3.617)
and the Nevus partus siuc concertâtionss musicae
(dated September, 1617) · The two musical books
(the Isag age and the Nauus partus) have been the
subjects of separate studies,50 It will suffice
here to say that the Nquus partus, the more im
portant of the two,' is an eclectic collection
<of 59 compositions divided into three sections:
■twelve pieces for three lutes and two or three
'/■¡voices or viols, twelve for two lutes, and
(.thirty-five for solo lute, plus an enlarged
'and amended version of the lute instructions
that had originally appeared in the Thesaurus
in 1603« The Isagoge is simply a free and en
larged German translation of the newly edited
instructions in the Novus partus»

26 Cas tan, op« oit»,
pp.30-32.« The legal decision
quoted here by Castan refers to Besard’s father as
a merchant■
27Frànck's name, together with his son's, does ap
pear in the Augsburg tax and military census, with
the listed occupation of printer, over a period of 25
years,e.9., Muster register, 1610: "David Frank (sic),
Buchdrucker"; Muster register, 1615: the sane entry,
and his age is given as 52; Steuerbuch , 1618: David
Frank the Elder and David Frank the Younger are list
ed; Musterbuch, 1619 : David Frank the Younger is list
ed as 26 years old, with the occupation of printer.
The spelling of "Franck" appears on the title page
of Besard’s Isagage, and therefore is the one used
in this study.
281 have not yet been able to obtain any information
concerning Michelspacher.

20 Antra* phi losophicua , P· 248.
5°See Julia Sutton, "Hie Music of J. B. Besard’s
Aouus partus 1617," JAMS, XIX (Summer, 1966), pp. 182204; "The Lute-Instructions of Jean-Baptiste Besard,"
Musical Quarterly, LI (April, 1965), pp, 345-362.

The three works of 1617 appeared within a
four-month period; their rapid order of publi
cation, therefore, must have had little to do
with their order of writing. This assumption
is borne out by the Isagogs, published first,
where the statement is made that it is a trans
lation into German of the lute instructions from
the ifovus partus, published third« Nevertheless,
the biographical information to be gleaned from
these three works will be dicussed in the order
of their publication, since the dating of each
of the dedications may be of some help in de
termining the circumstances of Besard
*
s life
at that time«

The Isagoge in artum testudinarium, das ist:
Unterricht uber das kiinst liche Saitenspiel der tauten
is dedicated to four young men, or perhaps boys,
three of them brothers ; "To the noble/honorable/
barons Adolf Zobel/ and Daniel/ Geronimo/ arid
Samuel Puroner ( or Puron?)/ Brothers/ my noble
patrons «"51
In this typically repetitive, ef
fusive, and formal dedication, Besard refers
so often to his patrons' youth that one assumes
them to have been very young indeed, perhaps
children. "Their beloved parents" are included
in the request that they "note and receive in
the most favorable way/ on their part / my
thoughts on this aspect of the noble and free
art of music. « .
Besard indicates that he
has instructed these youths in the lute, ", .
o . I having come to them/ have accomplished
something with them with my humble instruction
. . .
and that he is intending to leave
Augsburg shortly, "... now almost ready to
depart . . «," in order to "seek a patron,"
He hopes that these instructions will be of
value to other youths, for ", . .just as the
lords were actually taught and instructed by
me/ so also other Germans tn absentia (although
the latter had never studied) ." Besard also men
tions his own interest and training in the lute,
as well as the earlier publication of the in
structions in the Thesaurus and the forthcoming
publication of the Nauus partust
In addition to my other principal studies for
several years/ I have found my special delight
in the above mentioned lute-playing/ and have
not only/run through pretty nearly everything
useful and ornamental/ that other experts have
thought out and invented/ but also without boast
ing have worked out all sorts of adainicuta, inven
tions/ and artificial aids/ this material was
then published by me about fourteen years ago
in Latin/and now again is being printed in this
esteemed city of the Holy Roman Empire/ with
gracious permission/2

Besard apologizes for not having dedicated the
Latin work to these youths · This could not be,
"for other reasons (although it has never ap
peared before in Germany)□” Besard does not
explain these reasons, but we may guess that
the need for additional patrons was an impor
tant one ,

The full title of Besard
*
s musical book is ;
Antrum phtlosophicum, in quo pierague
arcana physica, quae ad uulgattores humant
corporis affectus curandos attinent, sine
multo uerborum apparatu, ad experimenti

1Translation from the German by Professor Samuel
Sumberg, German Department, City College of the City
University of New York,

32 This statement stay be responsible for one miscon
ception about the Isagoge, i.e., that it is a repub
lication of the lute instructions from the Thesaurus»
See above for the facts.
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legest breulter, & sincere reuaiantur. Quibue
ordine alphabet too annctatis, diueraa medicamenta
tarn d mineral thus, quota ueqetabilibug eonficiendi
nodustm, nedtati aubttcitur, Atq; huic, Tractatus de
rebug quae humane carport «xiztta«, & venustam fcratam
Tnducunt. De variis Nineralium, & Netalorum praeparat
Deq; plurtmis experiment is, quorum gpeculat io cadidioris
est ingenii, brcuee, ged fide les annectuntur, Per I.
B. Besardum Veeontinum, Cum Priuilegio Caesareo.33

The promise of the description of experiments
apparently led CastanJi| and others 55 to state,
without looking into'the book, that it deals with
medicine and alchemy.
Tn fact, however, the
experimental section is concerned entirely with
chemical and physical experiments that were
sources-of wonder at the time/6 and has nothing
whatever to do with alchemy. The book is large
(243 pages). Except for the sixth chapter,
which describes the above-mentioned experiments,
it is an entirely serious compendium of known
diseases and their medication, arranged alpha
betically ( from arthritis to uenerem rewit tent ia )f
and including prescriptions and the directions
for making up their chemical components.
Var
ious references to the sun, the moon, and the
planets, used to designate metals
? = Venus
= Copper),*35
37*al so might have led to the prevail
ing misunderstanding about this book.

We have no record of Besard*s study of med
icine, no statement as to when and how this
study was undertaken.
None of the laudatory
poems in the Thesaurus refer to Besard as a phy
sician, although such a reference does appear
in the ^ouus partus,^ It seems logical to assume
that such a study was undertaken during his
student days in Rome, but it is certainly equally
possible that he became a physician some time
between 1603 and 1617.

The Antrum phi losophicwn has a typically
fawning dedication to Duke Philipp II of Pom
erania and his three brothers;
Sereniss”10, reverendissmO, Princibus, ac Dominis,
Dn. Phiiippo IT; Dn. Francisco Episcopo Caminensi;
Dn, Bogislao; Dn. Vdalrico, fratribus Gemanis;
Stetini, Pomeraniae, Cassubiorum, &
Vandalorum Ducibus, Rugiae Principibus,
. Gutzcouiae Comitibus ac Terrarom Labeburgenslum,
& Butouiensium 4c ., Dynastis; Dominis suis
cleraentiasimi« Johannes Baptista Besardus
Faelicitatem.

In this dedication, of which only the opening
is quoted above, Besard makes use of what he
terms a long friendship with Philipp Hainhofer
to presume to dedicate his work to Duke Philipp
and his brothers,39*
4 He states that he left

^Antrum philasaphicum, title page, from a microfilm
of the copy in the Cologne University Library,

3llCastan, op.ctt,, p. 28.
n._

35 £.0«, L. de la Laurencie, op. cit., p. 9^.
, Antrum phi losophicum, p. 248, contains a des

cription of a "motus perpetui mechanic! >11

37 Antrim philoeophicum, p. 36*
30ffouua partus, fol. B3r,

39Antru«t philaaophicum, fol a4v: "Produt ex urbe Ro
mani, Colonia olim splendidissima, hodieque Germania®
inter multas clarissitna, urbe Augusta Vindelicorum:
quo ego, quiun non ita pridem venia sent, reperto ibi
Nobili, & Magnifico viro, Dn. PHILIPPO HEINHOFERO,
euisdem urbis Cuie Patricio, mea viginti abbine annis,
in liberalium studiorum cultu condiscipula; ea ex

Cologne for Augsburg to be with Hainhofer
("Heinhofero"), his friend and former fellow
student in the liberal arts, and he hopes that
these noble princes will become his generous
patrons e Again Besard mentions that he once
lived in Rossi®?0
In a separate and enigmatic
address to the Reader, Besard also implies that
bad fortune has forced him to move from city
to city:^1
Already a number of years have elapsed,
dear reader, from the time when, devoting my
self at home publicly and privately to legal
studies (to which I had also joined the prac
tice of the liberal arts from the earliest
childhood), I was driven to travel to various
sections of the Christian world, not so much
by the desire for travel as by a sudden happen
ing and an unlucky stroke of fortune, But when,
upon my return, I saw that some were ignorant
of my intentions, I so interpreted It as if this
had happened through the lepgth of time and the
domestic situation rather than through some
small loss of my reputation or through a fickle
ness of mind.
I have always lived with the
ardent hope that the logical justification of
my cause would finally be known to them, and
especially that the worthier fruits of my efforts
be finally given to our country and state, for
whom it is- fitting to set forth the efforts
of my life at every point.
Of this matter let Germany be my witness;
she looked kindly upon two works which I
brought forth in honor of those who cherish
the musical arts; she received with favor my
summary of the histories. Why should I not
bring forth my works of greater importance, my
choicest secrets which from time to time have
com® into my hands from the greatest men, for
the benefit of the republic for whom we have
all been born"?
Is it not then better, even if the treat
ises appear to be of foreign origin, that these
few flowers (not my own, but of learned men),
culled from the very vast fields of Nature, am:
assembled, as far as was in my power, withi
this volume, should now be scattered abroad for
the benefit of men rather than hidden evilly
in the misty darkness and be eternally buried?
If you approve of this undertaking, friendly
reader, I shall no longer waste time upon those
above-mentioned individuals who have attacked
my travels abroad in an unfair manner and who
evilly represent my sincere efforts, undertaken
in your behalf, as a sickness of mind,

But you, on whose behalf I did sweat, if
Zoilus should rise up, if he should rasp forth
harsh and unpolished charges, if he should
mock my treating of unaccustomed matters, and
if, on the other hand, he should accuse me of
revealing the lofty ideas set forth by the

horaine tnihi amicissima intellexi, quae ad banc dedicationem Serenissraae, Reuerendissmae, 4 Illustriss018® .
Celsss. vestris faciendam, vehement«· me inflammarunt."
4oLoc. cit.

^intrant phi losophicum, fols. blv and b2r, Fetis (op.
ait, , I, 395) assumes that this letter is an answer
to his friends, "qu1 il avaient reproché son inconstance
et la dissipation qui lui faisait perdre un temps
précieux." He also states that Besard left the study
of law when he went to Germany, and that he practiced
medicine in Cologne.
Proof of the "reproches" of
Besard's friends is lacking, except for what is im
plied in this letter, as is proof that hé practiced
medicine in Cologne.
That he had not given up law
when he went to Germany'is evidenced by his editing
of ftercurti.
The transla tion of this passage was made by Pro
fessor Stephen Daitz,■Classics Department, City Col
lege of the City University of New York.

philosophers and of profaning too freely th®ir
secrets, then you, I say,
whose loyalty I
entrust myself, you take up my causa and pro
tect my loyal'attemptse

A brief digression here into th® life of
Hainhofer (1578-1647), a man whose carasr was
somewhat tangential to Bosard’a, and who left
voluminous records, will serve to illustrate
many of the circumstances of early-baroque life
in Augsburg.
He was part diplomat, part art dealer, known
at all the courts of Europe, the recognizee
source of information on all matters relating
to the sale of art objects (and on world af
fairs) , the man who arranged commissions to
the workshops of Augsburg and who bought up
antiques, He was an untiring observer and note
taker, to some extent less uncritical than other
agents, and honored everywhere because of his
disinterested attitude.
Diaries of twentythree of his trips have been preserved, a® well
as considerable parts’ of his enormous corres
pondence, (e.p.) 141 letters to the Duke of
Pomerania alone between the years 1610 and
1617.

In 1603 and 1604 Halnhofer wrote, or had
someone write for him, a large collection of
lute music which apparently was never printede 113
Xi consisted of twelve books of varying sizes,
in two volumes
pages), and was in Italian
tablature o4,‘
Of its character and contents
Wilhelm Tappart had this to say:
Spelling was not Herr Philipp Hainhofer's
strongest point, and the contents also fail to
.show in-any way a particularly advanced educa
tion ~ but the man had money - and that suffices
anytime and anywhere ! What gave the collection
its nearly inestimable value at the time, its
beautiful copper engravings, is now missing.
Over 200 engravings by the best masters must
have been included in it.
When Lessing was
appointed librarian at Wolfenbuttel (May, 1770) ,
50 of the finest and rarest engravings had al
ready been transferred to the museum in Braun
schweig; in 1862, 156 (more.) of these pages
were removed .... The music ... betrays
neither technical accomplishment nor good taste
in its selection, . ■ .It is not apparent
which pieces Hainhofer composed ... Music■ al standards in the home of this rich man must
have been deplorable.45

Hainhofer’s chief claim to fam®, however,
seems to have been his responsibility for th®
pcnmersche Kunstschrank (Pomeranianart cabinet) ,
Around 1600 the chief center of all the
applied arts was Augsburg, This was where work
was done for emperors and kings, princes and
patricians. Here also the ’greatest master
piece' of all was made, in which all branches
of the crafts participated: the pommersche Kunst-

*zGeorg Dehio, Geschichte der deutschen Kunst (Berlin,
1931), p. 275.

1|3Eitner, Quellen-Lexicon . . ,, V, 1: "Die Wolfen
buttel besitzt ein kostbares Ms ,, welches er einsteeals
herstellen leise " (italics mine).
Wolfgang Boetticher, Biographie das sources de la
nusic pour la luth (extract froa Studien zur sol ietischen
Lautenpraxis , 1943), reprinted Paris (19581, P« 31* Th®
title of the collection is Lautenbiicher» darinnen &e~
griffen gaystl» Hynni» Psalnen, KirchengesÖng und Lieder so
uon allen gueten Maistern in italienischer tablatur auf der
Lauten zu Spielen,

1,5Wilhelm Tappert, "Philipp Hainhofer' ß Lautenbüch
er," Monatshefte für Hustkpeschicte, LV (1B8J), 29-34,

ec&ranfe . **50<. This cabinet, a full-fledged ex
ample of th® artistic taste of the time, is
th® most complete and best-preserved specimen
of those cabinets that were executed in the
16th and l?th centuries with all the typical
polish and brilliance of German artistic skill
during this rich period. These cabinets were
provided with innumerable drawers that were
meant to hold all of th® small articles of daily
household equipment belonging to an aristo
cratic gentleman of the time. All toilet ar
ticles, brushes and combs; a medicine cabinet
with cannisters, scales, mortars, compresses,
blood-letting cups, and lancets; all sorts of
materials for writing, reading, drawing and
measuring; mathematical instruments; dishes and
glassware; tools of every type; beautifully
carved chess pieces - all these are contained
in th® artfully arranged boxes and drawers of
the piesBesrscAe funatacAronk. w

This elaborately inlaid and decorated cab
inet also contained numerous miniature objects:
a printing establishment;a mint; a dairy farm
complete with animals, humans, and storks; and
miniature jousting riders, made of ivory and
operated by clockwork so that ’’when the riders
were placed on a flat surface and blown upon,
they would run away merrily,”J‘7 The Kunstechrank
also contained a mechanical organ which played
organ pieces by the famous Augsburg composer
Christian Erbach.

Hainhofer received the order for the cab
inet from Duk® Philipp II of Pomerania in 1612,1,9
and hired 26 craftsmen to do it.5°
Completion
was slow, however. ’’Achilles Langenbucher sits
boosing from morning to night, saying his mi
serere at the inh,”5i Hainhofer wrote apolo-

1,6 Jtto Henne am Rhyn, Kulturgeschichte dee deutschen
FoUeo, II (Berlin, 1893), 95-97.
ll7G®org Steinhausen, Geschichte der duetschen Kultur
(3rd ad.; Leipzig, 1929), pp. 454-55; the quotation
is from Hainhofer's correspondence with Duke Philipp.

,|8Ernst Fritz Schmid, "Das goldene Zeitalter der
Musik in Augsburg,"
Aupuafa, 955- 1955* Forschungen
und Studien zur Kultur und Wirtschaftsgeschichte Augsburgs

(Munich, 1955), P« 322, See also Wilhelm Krumbach,
"Zur Musik des Pommerschen Kunstschranks (1617J;"Li«
Mustk~Forsehung, xiV (May, 1961), 46-54, This article
questions Erbach’s authorship of the music.

^^Dehio, toe. cit.
50Among them an "Antonius Mozart Mahler, " according
to Albert Protz, "Mechanische Musikinstrumente," AGG,
VIII (Kassel and Basel, i960), col. 1875· Antonius
may have been one of W. A. Mozart's ancestors, since
th® family came from Augsburg,

Langenbucher was one of the two master craftsmen
who designed th® mechanical organ in the Kunstschrank»
For a good description of this organ and of Langenbucher’a extremely important place, despite Hainhofer’s account, in.the history of mechanical instruments,
see Protz, ap, cit, , cols.. 1873-76, This article also
cites a work given over entirely to the poxunersche
Kunstschrank (At Brüning,
Oer poxmerache Kunstschrank
Berlin, 1905)* Pictures of the moving figures playing
musical instruments that were on the mechanical organ
are to be found in WJG, VIII, Tafel, 101, This was
not th® only cabinet for which Hainhofer was respon
sible: Max von Boehn, Modes and Manners (1914), trans,
Joan Joshua (Philadelphia, (1933)), pp, 77f, says,
"Philipp Hainhofer had several magnificent pieces of
this kind made at Augsburg after his own designs.
One of these the town council purchased in 1632 for
9750 gulden and presented to Gustavus Adolphus ....
Another, worth 6000 gulden, Hainhofer conveyed in
person to Innsbruck in 1628,

5
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getically to the Duke at one point,52
When the
cabinet was finally completed in 1617» at the
cost to the Duke of 20,000 Gulden, it was de
livered in Stettin personally by Hainhofer; it
is noteworthy that two wagons were needed to
carry all the equipment of his party«55

Despite Tappert's low opinion of Hainhofer’s
musical taste (see above, p. 5), in 1629 Hein
rich Schütz accepted the patrician
a
*
hospital
ity when he was in Augsburg en route back from
his second trip to Italy. Furthermore, Hain
hofer was still in correspondence with Schutz
in 1632, with regard to the purchase of books
of madrigals and motets by Gesualdo and others,54
*
Hainhofer
s reputation and contacts availed
him little during the final years of the Thirty
Tears' War, and his end was ignominious. When
the forces of the Counter-Reformation finally
took heavily-walled Augsburg, they "forced him
out of all his civil offices," and he died in
poverty in 1647, one year before the peace of
Westphalia,55

That Hainhofer
s
*
lute collection of
and 1604 was in Italian tablature would support
s
*
Besard
claim that he and Hainhofer had been
fellow students in Rome prior to 1604, Pos
sible significant evidence of a long and close
connection between Besard and Hainhofer is also
to be found in Hainhqfer's MS itself: while
I have not yet been able to obtain a copy of
the entire MS, a microfilm in my possession of
part of Book III shows it to be an exact copy
of Besard
*
s lute instructions from the Thesaurus,
with the examples transcribed from French into
Italian notation. Hainhofer *
s possession of a
copy of the Thesaurus so quickly after its pub
lication may ref lect either his typical habits
of acquisition, or a close acquaintance with
- its author.

It seems highly probable that Besard
*
s An
trum phi losophicum (July, 1617) was in the two
wagonloads that accompanied Hainhofer to Stet
tin in August of 1617.56 Not only was the 4ntrum dedicated to Philipp II and his brothers,
with conscious use of Ilainhofer’s name, but its
contents, purporting to be a complete compen
dium of the medical knowledge of the day, were
in line with the type of objects we know were
delivered to the Duke. He may surmise further
that the recipients of the jinirun showed their
gratitude as generously as Besard had hoped,
for the dedication of the ATouus partua, (Septem
ber, 1617) makes no mention of the plan put
forthin the Isagoge ( June, 1617)to leave Augsburg
in search of a patron.
The Novus partug itself does not throw much
new light on Besard
*
s life.
The typical laud
atory poems at the beginning refer to Besard’s
devotion to both law and medicine ,57
The full—
page portrait of Besard (see plate I) carries
beneath it his motto, ”ET PALLADE ET PHOEBO"

5ZHenne .am Rhyn, loc· cit.

53Loc, cit.

^Schmid, loc. cit·
55Dehio, loc. cit»

5&Henne, loc, cit·; "Er war am 1, August (neuen
Stils) mit zwei Guterwagen von Augsburg abgereist und
am 24, August ‘auf den Abend Westphalen eingekehrt,'
sagt Hainhofer in seinem Reisetagebuch."
57 Kovua partus, fol. Bjr.

(referring to the patron dieties of law and
medicine). Surrounding the portrait, an etch
ing, are the words, «NOBILIS ET CLARISSIMVS
IOANNES BAPTISTA BESARDVS CIV1S BISVNTINVS AC
LL, DOCTOR."5® The portraitist was Lucas Kilian,
the most prolific and famous of the Kilian clan
of etchers·*59 Kilian also did the title page.
Of the portrait, Castan wrote·
His portrait ... certainly makes him. appear
as a man of fifty; he is shown here down to the
waist, dressed as a gentleman, with a double
chain slung across one shoulder and a riding
glove in his righthand. His face, intelligent
in expression, but vulgar in its features, ap
pears to reflect the instincts of a free liver
and adventurer ,60

Besard dedicated the Houus partua to Graf
Ernst III of Holstein, Schaumburg, and Stern
berg,
Graf Ernst, a well-known music lover
and a Lutheran, reigned from 1610-1622 in Bück
eburg, present capital of Schaumburg-Lippe·61
His musical tastes wore quite broad, we gather;
famous English musicians such as Brade and Simp
son were in his employ, and from 161? to 1617
the young Schütz was his Kapellmeister·6263
* In
1617 he was in correspondence with Leonhard
Lorenz, a member of the town council of Augs
burg, over the failure of the Munich cornettist
Johann Martin Caesar to show up for work in
Bückeburg,65
We might assume that Lorenz was
responsible for Besard
s
*
contact with Graff
Ernst, but in truth we have no clues whatsoever
in this matter.

s
*
Besard
dedication of the Sovug partua to
Graf Ernst refers to his own early studies of
the lute and to his Thesaurus:
. . . having been so instructed by the examples
of excellent artists in the cultivation and use
of the lute as much as possible without detract
ing from the pursuance of more serious studies,
I so applied myself from childhood en, and made
such successful progress, that as a man devoted
to the public good and as an ordinary human
being I published a Thesaurus harmonious some
time ago . . . .

All three of Bosard’s publications of 1617
seem to provide evidence that he had been in

*aScvuapartus, fol. CIV.

59 Johannes Wolf, Handbuch der notationsltunde t I (Leip
zig, 1919), 486; "Für den Musikkupferstich auf deutsch
en Boden dürfen die Stiche von Wolfgang und Lucas Ki
lian zu Augsburg ... Nicht übersehen werden." See
also Ulrich Thieme, ed·, A llgemeinea Lexicon der bilderten
Mimst ter uon der Antike bis zur Gegenwart, XX (Leipzig,
1907-1950), 295,
The art of the Kilian brothers is also represented
in the other two works published by Besard in 1617;
i.e., the title page of the Antrum philosophieum, dec
orated with the coat of arms of the dukes of Pomerania,
is by Lucas Kilian, and the title page of the I sap ope
carries a picture by Wolfgang Kilian of a ten-course
lute and an open book of French tablature.
60Castan, op. cit,, p, 30.

61 Willi Schramm, "Bückeburg," ZKKI, II (Kassel and
Basel, 1952), cols. 423-26.
62Loc. cit,
63Loc,cit.

6£,#ovus partua, fols. A2Tand A3r. I am indebted to
Dr. Virginia Moscrip, Classics Dept, of the University
of Rochester, for the translation of the Latin.
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Augsburg long enough to make friends there«
The single laudatory poem in the Isagage is by
‘'Marcus Heningus Augustanus,"65 In the Entrust
phi losophiciM one of the five signatories to the
laudatory material is "Christoph Cunradus Neythart A Bausteten Patricius Aug«"6667 This sig
nature also appears in the Hovua partus« 67
A
French poem of praise in Hovus partus is signed
H,
*
"P
C,d, A,," which could perhaps be inter
preted to mean."Philipp Hainhofer Citizen of
Augsburg,"68
Further connections are to be
found among the three works with respect to
Besard's friends , although without evidence of
their citizenship in Augsburg, i,e,t the trans
lator of the Isotope signs himself
and
there is a "Jonas Nothemenius" in the Aritrusi j 69
in addition an "M, Moses Herman" appears as
author of poems in both theUntrua phllasophicuia
and the Houus partus . 70

fol, Blv,

Antrum philasophteim, fol* bjr.
67#ooua partus, fol. A*iv,
Novus partus, fol. B4r,
69 Antrim phi losophictm, fol, b4r.
70Antrim philosaphtcim, fol. b4vj aovus partus, fol. Bav.
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Following the publication of the Hqvus partus
Besard’s trail is entirely lost. On the evidence
supplied here, then,he was a late—Renaissance
gentleman, nobly and richly born, who received
the conventional humanistic education of his
class, including training in the lute. After
receiving his Licentiate and Doctor of Laws
degrees in 15^7, he probably spent ten or more
years in Rome, leading the life of a well-todo student, and studying medicine and the lute.
At the approximate age of 35 he married a woman
from Besançon, but, perhaps because the marri
age was purely one of convenience, he left Be
sancon for Cologne shortly thereafter. Here
he arranged to have his large Thesaurus, col
lected over the years in Rome, printed at bis
own expense »
The editing of the Mercurt i in
160^e which required the skill and knowledge
of a lawyer, may have been undertaken to pay
for th® publication of the Thesaurus,
In 16o^
legal arrangements carried out to assure his
wife 1 s marriage portion hint that he might have
been somewhat spendthrift or at least not en
tirely self - supporting« Sometime between 16o4
and 1617 Besard moved to Augsburg, possibly to
live with or to use the influence of his friend
Hainhofer in obtaining patrons. He apparently
continued his professions of law and medicine,
at the same time instructing at least four young
students in the lute. He succeeded in getting
a publisher to finance the printing of the
Isagope and Havus partus in 1617, and had his
medical book, the intrus phi lasophtcuin, printed
at the same time. His place and date of death
are unknown.

THE THIRD LUTE SUITE BY BACH,
Three Manuscripts and Their Implications
Alice Artzt

Johann Sebastian Bach is not generally
thought of as a lutenist. Although Spitta con
cedes that Bach wrote for the lute and possessed
one in his collection of instruments, he does
not accept this aS an indication that Bach played
the lute»1 He further reminds the reader of
Bach’s interest in the "lautenclavicymbel" and
suggests that the lute partitasmight have been
written for that instrument. Spitta seems to
have been unaware of the existence of the "Tes
timonial for J · L. Krebs" in which Bach as Krebs ·
teacher recommends him as a distinguished musi
cian, qualified to perform on several instru
ments, among them the lute·2
This letter, as
well as Bach’s possession of a lute, is gener
ally cited as proof that he was a competent
lutenist·3 . An even more convincing proof lies
in the Bach lute compositions themselves, which
áre adapted So well to the lute that they sub
stantiate the contention that Bach was, if not
a virtuoso lutenist, at least thoroughly famil
iar with its technique· 456
Many of Bach’s works for lute are arrange
ments of works for other instruments . The "Third
Suite for Lute" in G minor is such a piece,
being a reworking of the "Fifth Suite for Viooncello" (mistuned C, G, d, g) in C minor. It
is generally assumed, by all but lutenists, that
this suite was originally conceived for ’cello
aiid later transcribed for lute· The ’cello
version dates from Cothen around 1720 and is
In the handwriting of Anna Magdelena Bach®5
The lute manuscript of which the Bach-Gssellechaft
seems to have been unaware, is in the handwriting
of J · S » Bach. It is copied out onto two staves
(tenor and bass clefs, Bach's usual procedure
with lute music) and is entitled: "Pieces pour
la Luth a Monsieur Schouster par J. S. Bach",
and also "Suite pour la Luth par J. S. Bach."6
Much speculation has arisen concerning the iden
tity of Μ. Schouster, primarily in hope of es
tablishing a probable chronology for these
pieces· Although Brüger tentatively identifies
Μ. Schouster as a friend of C. P. E. Bach’s in
Dresden, nothing definite has been discovered·7*
1 Philipp Spitta, Johann Sebastian Bach, trans, Clara
Beiland J. A, Fuller-Maitland, 3 vols, New York, 1951,
vol. -3, P. 16?·
2 Hans T, David and Arthur Mendel, The Bach Reader,
New York 1945, p. 135.
3 Hans Neemann, "J* S . Bachs Lautencompositionen",
Bach Jahrbuch, 2ß, Jahrgang 1931, P· 74.
4 Hans Neemann, op. cit«, p. 79.
5 Wolfgang Schmieder, Thematisch-Systematisches Ver
zeichnis der Musikalischen Wer/ie uon Johann Sebastian Bach,

Leipzig 1950, p. 564.

6Wilhelm Tappert, Sebastian Bachs Compositionen für
die Laute, Berlin, 1901, p. 4,
7 Hans Dagobert Brüger, Joh, Seb, Bach Komposittonen
für die Laute, Wolfenbuttel, 1925, p, 57.

A third manuscript of this suite is found
in the French lute tablature entitled "Pieces
pour 1® lut par Sre. J.S. Bach" which must have
been copied before 1761 since it is mentioned
in the catalogue of Breitkopf in Leipzig in that
year.a In spite of having acquired in 1757 a new
set of type for printing lute tablature, Breit
kopf never found time to publish this suite»9Nee—
mann believes that this tablature copy originat
ed well before 17&1, but does not give more speccifie information.10 This arrangement of the
lute suite is written for the standard baroque
lute with thirteen choirs of strings tuned: A, ,
B,, C, D, E, F, G, A, d, f, a, d', f*
.
While
the f ’ andd’ were single strings, the rest were
double, and these, except for the a, f, and d,
were tuned in octaves.1!

The lute for which the Bach autograph was
written cannot have been of th?s type since the
piece frequently requires a low G,, unavailable
on the usual baroque lute.
Since this suite
was transposed into the key of G minor, although
transposition into the key of A minor would in
many ways have fitted better under the fingers,
Bach must have had a specific instrument in
mind, Briiger notes that the solution to the
problem is not simply n matter of tuning the
A, string down to G(, since the open A, string
is also needed. He suggests that Bach wrote
this suite for the theorbo.12 However if this
were the case, one would expect only the notes
of the diatonic scale to be required of the
bass strings since the absence of a fingerboard
for the low bass strings would prohibit the
player from chromatically altering them. Briiger’s theory is proved untenable by the appear
ance of both an E and an F# in measure 175 of the
"tres viste" section of this suite and in sev
eral subsequent passages, whereas the bass
strings would have to be tuned diatonically in
Gminor inorder to play all but these passages·
(An index of the difficulty of stopping such
low bass strings, even on a regular lute, is
found in the tablature version in which all but
one of these alterations are transposed up an
octave in order to render them more playable,
often to the considerable detriment of the voice
leading, as in measure 13 of the "Gavotte II")
*
(Ex
1. See excerpta at the end of this article). The
lute for which Bach wrote may have been tuned
in other than the standard manner throughout
inorder to accommodate this suite, but was more
probably simply equipped with an extra base
string.
’'Wilhelm Tappert, op, eit, , p. 2.
9 Idem,

loHans Neemann, op, cit,, p. 79.

uHans Dagobert Briiger, op, ett», p.4.
12Ibid. p. 57«
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This last theory is borne out by the perusal
of the tablature version for the standard ba
roque lute, which follows the ^acti manuscript
remarkably closely and suitswell the lute tech
nique· The principle differences between the
two copies lie in a discreet juggling of the
basses in the tablature (owing to the lack of
a low G, string) and in the liberal addition of
ornamentation. Wherever there is an ornament
in the Bach manuscript, there is almost invari
ably an ornament indicated in the tablature ver
sion, However the same ornament is not always
used in both copies. The substitution of ap—
poggiaturas for trills and vice versa is the
most collision of such changes. In measure 4 of
the "Prelude" ( Ext 2 ), Bach asks for an appoggiatura while the tablature indicates a trill.
In measure 16 of the same piece ( Exa J ) the re
verse is true. But in measure 11 of the "Alle
mande" (
4 ) an appoggiatura is required by
Bach while a long mordent is given in the tab
lature ·
Occasionally a Bach ornament has no coun
terpart whatsoever as in measure 2 of the"Al
lemande" ( Ext 5 ) , Much more frequently it is
the tablature which contains additional orna
ments . In the "Prelude", in dotted note pas
sages, short trills are frequently added (see
measures 6, 11, 18, and 20), (fix, 6 ) , as
are
appoggiaturas . The latter are added qui te freely
wherever they may conveniently be played, as
in the beginning of the "très viste" section,
Cad.mtial trills missing in the Bach manuscript
sometimes appear in the tablature as in measure
52 of the "tree viste" section ( Ext 7) · A vi
brato is indicated in the tablature three times :
in measure 25 of the "très viste" section and
in measures 16 and J2 of the "Gigue" (
3 ),
all thoroughly appropriate to the context.
Slurs are more numerous and more precise
in the tablature copy. The Bach slurs are, for
the most part, carelessly and inconsistentlyadded, as if done in a great hurry. In many
places they simply indicate that the Whole pas
sage must be legato and leave to the player
the task of determining the most satisfactory
means of accomplishing this. The anonymous
transcriber of the tablature version met this
challenge in many cases. Tn passages such as
measures 17 and 21 of the "Prelude" ( Ext9)t the
long generalized Bach slurs have been broken
up into smaller units of notes, determined al
most entirely by technical considerations,

A few mistakes can be found in the tablature
such as the leaving out of notes ( e.g, measure
145 of the "très viste" section), the misreading
of the original (e.g, measure 179 of the "très
viste"ssection) , or the miscalculation of the
rhythmic values (e.g. measure 26 of the "Alle
mande" ) , Other changes such as the addition of
an e’-4 to â D chord in measure 21 of the "Pre
lude" may be mistakes or may be meant to be played
asacciacca turas · The spacings of the chords are
sometimes altered, in most cases for technical
reasons, and chards are more often broken up or
arpeggiated in the tablature than in the Bach
manuscript.

This tablature copy is of value primarily
in that it demonstrated to the would-be per
former the manner in which the suite may have
been performed by one of the contemporary lute
virtuosi. While the Bach version is thoroughly
satisfactory when played exactly as written,
it lacks many of the ornaments, arpeggiations
and other devices typical of a masterly baroque
performance such as Bach would have expected.
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It is primarily the presence of these lute idioms
which distinguishes the tablature version from
that of Bach, Indeed the tablature varies so
little in essence from the original that one
could reconstruct from it a quite reasonable
facsimile of the Bach manuscript.15
The only
problem which might be encountered would be that
of voice leading, owing to the nature of the
tablature; however anyone familiar with Bach
and with lute music could determine with a fair
degree of accuracy which notes should be held.
If the tablature version is a valuable in
dication of performance practice for the lutenist wishing to play the Bach version appropri
ately, so is this Bach lute autograph of value
to the 'cellist who would gain greater under
standing of the "Suite V for Violoncello", In
a comparison between the ’cello and lute ar
rangements, however, the differences are not
nearly so uniform throughout the several move
ments as in the comparison of the two lute ver
sions ■ Although an expansion of the range, a
general filling in of chords, and the addition
of bass notes to a greater or lesser degree,
distinguishes the lute version from that for
’cello, the reworking seems to have been of
uneven quality.

Th® "Prelude" is changed hardly at all in
the lute arrangement.
The ’cello piece is
simply expanded to fit the wider range and
greater chordal capacities of the lute. Hardly
any new material either in the bass or else
where is added, and even the long melodic line
(measures 22-25) is not furnished with a series
of harmonic bass notes such as one would expect
in a piece for lute. The whole first movement
is essentially a French overture with the "tree
viste" section written in a quasi fugal style.
It seems strange that Bach has not taken ad
vantage of the lut® * s polyphonic capabilities
by making this second section more contrapuntal
with a clearer deliniation of voices· Bach has
added to this section, but the additions take
very frequently the form of scattered bass notes
or punctuations of the main harmonic progres
sions, rather than that of true polyphony.
These added bass notes do serve to define more
precisely the harmonies implied in the ' cello
Line, and as such are quite useful. But in the
matter of giving a clearer picture of Bach's
polyphonic concept, which could not be repre
sented in full by an instrument such ss the
’cello, the lute arrangement is at best ambiguous, Measure 26 of the ”tres viste" section
( Exa 10) would automatically be classed as a
single melodic line, judging from the ’cello
part. Yet in the lute manuscript Bach has, by
means of rests, carefully given it the appear
ance of two lines.of polyphony. In measure JI
( Exa 11 ), which any ’cellist would think of as
two polyphonic lines, Bach has partially filled
up the gap between the two supposed lines and
has set this top line as a unit against a newly
added bass note· There are passages where a
two part texture is achieved in the lute ar
rangement, as in measures 130--, and especially
in measures 170-177 ( Ex, 12 ), but their incidence
is not as great as one would expect. The speed
of the "tres viste" section may have played some
role in the limitation of contrapuntal additions.
However, a perusal of Bach's other lute music
shows that he was perfectly capable of writing
fast pieces full of complexities.
15Briiger was in fact obliged to do this in his first
two editions} see Bruger, op. eft,, p. 57.

In the "Allemande'1, since the 'cello ver
sion is already quite thickly written, Bach did
not attempt to expand the harmonies, or add bass
notes. However, the lute arrangement is mark
edly different from the 'cello version in that
it contains a profusion of ornamentation miss
ing almost entirely from the original. In ad
dition to suggesting methods of ornamentation
which would conceivably be transferred to the
'cello^ the lute version also gives an altered
dotted rhythm pattern in passages such as the
first measure ( Ex,
). This alteration gives
an added precision and stress to the beat which
fits in well with the style of the piece. It
would seem to be quite feasible to interpret
such passage's in this way on the ’cello. Other
patterns, although most often dotted in both
copies, are sometimes dotted only in the lute
version as in measure 21.

In the "Courante", Bach has added both or
naments and harmonic bass notes to the lute
part. He has - also filled in some of the har
monies, creating, during most of the piece, a
polyphonic texture more complex than that of
the original 'cello version. The lute arrange
ment of the "Saraband«
',
*
· like that of the "Pre
lude", except for the very occasional addition
of a few basses, is nearly identical to the
original.

The "ier® Gavotte" has been given quite a
consistent harmonic bass line throughout, but
aside from this, follows the ’cello part closely.
One digression in the interests of better voice
leading is found in measures 21-22 ( Ex, 14), in
the ’cello part, in which the top note of the
progression of parallel tenths is forced to
'leap downa ninth. The lute version allows it
to stay in its proper register, and puts the
eighth note'passage, which had been on top, in
the middle of the chord, a solution which would
have been less practical on the ’cello. Mea
sure 35 has been altered in the lute arrange
ment, also in the interests of clarity in voice
leading.
In the lute manuscript of the "Gavotte in
-Rondeau", Bach has added a truly contrapuntal
bass line which greatly increases the effective
ness of the piece · This is accomplished both
by emphasis of the rhythm, especially in the
setting off of the tied notes as is the first
full measure, and by enhancement of the har
monic interest.
This bcfss line gains even
greater independence in measure 8 (i'x.15), when
it fills up the space which contains only two
quarter notes in the 'cello copy.

By the time Bach reached, the "Gigue", he
seems to have warmed thoroughly to his task,
for while there is hardly a trace of polyphony
in the original 'cello version, the lute ver
sion is made up of truly independent two part
counterpoint throughout« Bach has constructed
the two parts by breaking up the 'cello line,
giving bits to the treble and bits to the bass,
and then inserting new material into both parts
to fill in the gaps. Ties and contrasting
rhythmic patterns have been used to separate
the two lines. In places where the 'cello has
longer held notes as in measures 55-56 ( Ex, 16 ),
special pains have been taken to fill up the
void. This is probably the only piece in which,
if one were given the lute arrangement, one
would have some difficulty in reconstructing
exactly the 'cello part. One gains little in
sight into the ways of interpreting the ’cello
version from this "Gigue" arrangement, but one
does learn much about Bach's compositional
procedures.

Another problem raised, and to a certain ex
tent resolved, by such a threefold comparison of
manuscripts, is that of the degree to which con
tinuity of voice leading should be sought in
pieces such as this suite, in which the poly
phony is implied but not always strictly set
down. Most 'cellists, when confronted with a
passage such as that in measures 76-79 or mea
sures 94-98 of the "ires viste" ( Ex,17), will
try to convey to· the listener the impression
that the voices, which on paper are left dan
gling only to be resumed several beats later,
do in fact continue to exist while the other
voices are being played. This situation would
apply even more to a lutenist, who would have
been taught, in accordance with almost every
lute instruction book written, to hold onto such
notes until he needed the finger for some other
note, He would probably, if reading the tab
lature copy, pride himself on being able to
sustain such notes for what he considered to
be their full time value, that is until the
voice resumed.
Indeed, in the case of bass
notes, many of which would be played on open
strings, he would find it difficult to stop
their sounding. Yet in such passages, in the
lute manuscript, Bach goes to great pains to
cut off such notes by means of copious rests.
One might argue that Bach thought that the
lute could not bustain a sound any longer than
a sixteenth or eighth note, and therefore was
simply being practical in adding the rests.
But this does not seem reasonable, for the lute,
when well played, is capable of sustaining notes
longer than it is generally given credit for,
and could certainly manage notes longer than
sixteenth or eighth notes. Bach was certainly
familiar enough with the lute that he would not
have made such a miscalculation. In addition,
if he had not believed the lute capable of sus
taining sounds, would he have written quarter
notes, half notes, and even whole notes for it?
It does not seem likely.

The obvious solution would be to assume that
Bach meant what he wrote and to play only the
time values indicated, not attempting to sustainataJl. But this, though a perfectly rea
sonable conclusion, will not always reproduce,
at least in this suite, the exact result nota
ted by Bach in the lute arrangement. For al
though Bach almost invariably added rests, he
did not always add them consistently. There
seems to be no clear cut reason in measures 9298 of the "tres viste" for Bach's having held
the dangling treble note only a sixteenth note's
duration while ina parallel construction, the
bass notes are held for an eighth note’s dur
ation, yet this is what has been written. While
in the tablature the rhythmic values in measures
51 and 101 of the "tres viste" are identical,
Bach has inserted a rest in one and not in the
other. These examples can be taken as evidence
either that Bach was careless, and didn't par
ticularly care how long such notes were held,
or that he had specific reasons for his incon
sistencies. Whichever is true, one is left to
rely, in the last analysis, on one's musician
ship ■
In this article, an attempt has been made
to outline the differences between the three
nearly contemporary manuscripts of the Bach
"Third Lute Suite" (Fifth 'Cello Suite). In
the case of the two lute versions, the most
important differences lie in the addition, by
the anonymous transcriber, of the virtuoistic
elements, typical of th® late baroque lute play
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ing, namely the breaking of some of the chords
and the introduction of ornamentation. (The
changes in the bass line are the less impor
tant since they came about almost entirely for
technical rather than musical reasons). The
most noticeable difference between the 'cello
and lute copies lies in the additions to the
lute part, in most cases of harmonic bass notes,
but sometimes of polyphonic lines with varying
degrees of individuality and thematic content.
Chords are in many cases filled out in the lute
version, and ornaments are more plentiful than

in the copy for 'cello. In short, the 'cello
copy gives what might be called the "bare bones"
of the piece, the lute arrangement expands it,
clarifying the harmonies and adding more poly
phonic elements, and the tablature adds to this
some touches of the current performance prac
tice such as ornamentation and rhythmic alter
ations. Thus these manuscripts give three com
plimentary views of the piece, affording to the
performer of any one of these versions a more
comprehensive insight into this suite than could
otherwise be gained.
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MUSICAL EXAMPLES:
Suite No. 5 for Violoncello
A. M. B. Ms.

Suite No. 3 for Lute
Bach Autograph

Suite No. 3 for Lute
French Tablature
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Example 1,
Gavotte II
Measure

The violoncello version:
Autograph of Anna Magdalena Bach in the
Öffentliche Wissenschaftliche Biblio
thek, (formerly the Preusische Staats
bibliothek) Berlin.
Facsimile published by Edition Reinhardt:
Munchen/Basel.
The Bach lute version:
Autograph of Johann Sebastian Bach in the
Brussels Museum,
The facsimile used for this paper is in
the possession of Stanley Buetens,
California·

The tablature version:
Original in the Stadtbibliothek Leipzig,
The facsimile used for this article is in
possession of Suzanne Bloch, New York.
This version has been printed in tablature,
almost exactly following the original,
in Franz Julius Giesbert, Schule für die
Barocklaute , Mainz, 1938, pp, 107-11
1·
*

Example 2,
Prelude
Measure 4

Example 3»
Prelude
Measure 16

Example 6
Prelude
Measure 6

Measure 13

Example 7»
Tree Viste
Measure $2

Example 9»
Prelude

Example 4,
Allemande
Measure 11

Example 5*
Allemande
Measure 2

Measure 18

Example 8,
Tres Viste
Measure 25

Gigue
Measure
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Measure $2

Example 10t
Tres Viste
Measure 26

Example 11,
Tres Viste
Measure 32
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Example 12,
Tres Viste
Measure 230

Measures 170-177
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Example 1?,
Gavotte en Rondo
Measure 8

Example 17»
Tres Viste
Measures 7&-79

Example 16,
Gigue
Measures 55-5$
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Premiere Gavotte
Measures 21-22
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VIHUELA TECHNIQUE
Joan Myers

Recent revivals of Renaissance lute music
have seldom included an interest in the music
for vihuela, Spain’s guitar-shaped equivalent
of the lute. There is however a substantial
literature of printed works for the instrument
easily performable by the modern lutenist fa
miliar with the Italian-Spanish tablature sys
tem. Each of the printed vihuela books includes
a short introduction with miscellaneous infor
mation about playing technique. These instruc
tions have been gathered here in the hope that
they may interest the modern lutenist and en
courage him to perform the Spanish vihuela music.
In addition, much of the information given in
the vihuela books is of general interest to
scholars concerned about the performance prac
tice of Renaissance music,

The musical contents of the vihuela books
have been discussed by John Roberts in the Eng—
, lish Lute Society Journal·1 This information need
not be repeated here, but a list of vihuela
books and supplementary works which deal with
technique is included below:
Milán, Luys, Libro de Música de vihuela de mano.
Intitulado El maestro. . . Valencia, 1536. Modern

·<’

edition by Leo Schrade (Leipzig; Breitkopf &
Härtel, 192?) used in this paper.
Narvaez, Luys de.
seys libros del Del
phin de música dé cifras para tañer Vihuela. Valladolid, 1538.
Mudarra, Alonso.
Tres Libros de Música en
cifras para vihuela... Seville, 1546,.
Valderrábano, Enriques de. Libro de Música
de Vihuela, intitulado Silva de Sirenas... Valla

dolid, 1547
Pisador, Diego. Libro de Música de Vihuela...
Salamanca, 1552...
Fuenllana, Miguel de. Libro de Música Para
Vihuela, intitulada Orphéntca Lyra. . . Seville, 1554.
1554.

Daza, Esteban. Libro de Música en cifras para
Vihuela, intitulado El Parnasso. Valladolid, 1576,

Venegas de Henestrosa, Luys.

Libro de Cifra

Alcala de
Henares-, 1557. Modern edition by Higinio Angles
(Barcelona: Instituto Español de Musicología,
1944) used in this paper,
Nueva para tecla, harpa y vihuela ...

Bermudo, Juan. Comienza el libro llamado de
claration de instrumentas musicales... Osuna,1955.
Barenreiter facsimile ( 1957) used in this paper·

This article will deal only with that part
of technique which is directly applicable and
valuable to the modern performer. Early in
struction books include extensive information
on how to fret the instrument, how to tune it

1John Roberts, "Some notes on the music of the
Vihuelista," Lute Society Journal (VII, 1965), pp .24-31)

("raise the top string as high as it will suf
fer··.,” Milán, p.XVT), and how to intabulate
vocal Music to play upon the vihuela. These
subjects will not be discussed here.

However, a brief mention must be made of
the inportance given to intonation in the vi
huela books.
The intonation of notes of the
diatonic scale and accidentals posed a problem
for sixteenth century performers and theorists .
Today these subtle pitch distinctions seem like
mere quibbling, since all semitones are equal
and usable in the modern system of equal tem
perament. To the sixteenth century musician,
however, semitones were unequal, and some were
even unusable, incantab t les.
Pythagorean tem
perament with its equal tones, sharp thirds,
and perfect fifths was still the preferred tun
ing in mid-sixteenth century Spain.2 Accord
ing to this system, the usable semitones on the
keyboard are C#-D, F#-G, A-Bb, D-Eb, and G#-A,

.The vihuela thus presents an interesting
tuning problem, since its frets would seem to
cause an essentially equal temperament in which
the tones are divided into two equal semi
tones. Bermudo makes it clear that in practice
these semitones are not equal; it is impossible
to divide the tone into two equal parts. Play
ers must adjust their instrument so that they
can obtain the proper semitones for the piece
they are playing. Unlike keyboard instruments
which have a fixed temperament, the vihuela can
be adjusted so that each fret can be either fa.
or «ti ( e.ff., G# or )A
**
depending on the re
quirements of the piece· This adjustment can
be made in several different ways. Players can
vary the pitch slightly by the pressure of their
fingers on the fingerboard and by moving their
fingers slightly back from or over the frets
( Bermudo, f
* DiegoOrtizin his Tratado de
gloeas (Rome, 1553;Barenreiter edition, 1961)
recommends a similar procedure for viola da
gamba. Bermudo says that the pitch cannot be
changed very much by this means; but even if·
the semitones are not exactly perfect, at least
they are not uncomfortably out of tune.
For more advanced performers, learned in
musical theory, Bermudo gives rules for mathe
matically determining' the position of the frets
so as to best obtain the correct semitones.
His rules and diagrams show that the frets which
are predominantly «tí
* s ( sharps) are higher (clo
ser to the bridge) and thus sharper than the
predominantly fa. (flat) frets.
Apparently good players also made use of
movable frets to improve their intonation.
Milán remarks about one of his fantasias in a

2J . Murray Barbour, Tuning and Temperament (East Lan
sing: Michigan State College Press, 1951) ·
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mixture of the phrygian and hypophrygian modes,
"the fourth fret should be raised a little so
that the note on that fret is strong and not
weak" (p.30). On a vihuela tuned in A, this
fret controls C/Z, F.-Z, D#, and G$, all of which
should be slightly sharp for the phrygian ac
cording to Pythagorean temperament.
Bermudo
describes in some detail the placement of ac
cidentals for each of the vihuela tunings so
that players could easily have referred to his
diagrams and instructions to determine which
frets to move for the different modes.
Bermudo also mentions that good players were
quite aware of the possibility of obtaining the
differently pitched enharmonic notes by using
different strings of the instrument. Both C#
and
for example, could often be obtained on
the same instrument merely by choosing two dif
ferent strings. (In the A tuning, the sixth fret
on the fourth string is Db, and the second fret
on the third string is C£).

Although the modern performer is no longer
concerned with the Pythagorean temperament of
unequal semitones, it is interesting to not«
the great concern the vihuelista had with in
tonation and the number of ways they had for
obtaining the correct relationship of usable
and unusable semitones.
Another important concern of the vihuelista,
closely related to technique, is that of tempo
for their pieces. Most of the vihuelista in
dicate tempo in one way or· another. Since these
indications constitute a primary source of in
formation on tempo in sixteenth-century music,
they have been summarized here for their general
interest to scholars and performers.

An understanding of ccmpis (equivalent to
tactus as described by such writers as Agrícola,
Gafori; and Zarlino) is essential to the study
of tempo. The vihuelista all define cowpaa in
practically identical language: "to raise and
lower the hand or foot in an even tempo, " (Milan,
p. xvi1). The predominant tactus used by the
vihuelista is compost t Zo or tactus a la aemífcreue.
Proportion eigris aré used only rarely and then
usually to indicate simple 3/1 or 3/2 propor
tions .

Four of the vihuelista—Milán, Narvaez, Mu
darra, and Valderrábano—give tempo indications
(with explanation) for most of their pieces.
Pisador indicates tempo only twice, and Fuenllana not at all. Daza uses two signa, C and
(£, but does not explain their meanings; possibly
since his book was the last to be published in
the century, the meaning of the signs had be
come self evident,

Milan describes the tempo of each of his
pieces or groups of pieces individually, with
out the use of mensuration symbols. Typical
comments include: "a somewhat fast measure,"
".somewhat joyfully," "the more quickly it is play
ed the better, " "neither fast nor slow, but with
a measured compás," etc. Generally speaking,
the easy pieces at the beginning of the book
are to be played quickly; difficult, involved
contrapuntal pieces should be played slowly and
in a measured style.
Pieces which contain a
mixture of slow chords and rapid divisions are
to be played with "all the consonancias (chords)
with a slow measure and all the redobles (di
minutions) with a hurried measure" (p.24).
x
The other vihuelista who indicate tempo use
signs and explain their meaning in the preface
to their books. For quick reference, these are
summarized below:
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Narvaez
Mudarra
$ muy de espacio (J despacio
•(adagio?
(adagio)
C ni muy
apriessa
ni muy a
espacio
(moderato)

(J) apri essa
(allegro)

apriessa
(allegro)

Va1derrábano
espacio
(adagio)
(£: «as apriesa
(moderato)

<ì> muy mas apriesa
(allegro)

Daza's signs then are probably defined as fol
lows: C = adagio (despacto),
= allegro ( apriesa ), but these definitions are certainly
questionable without more direct evidence. Vaiderrabano often qualifies his tempo signs; e,g, ,
"the compas should be played somewhat agitated,
because if it goes slowly it will not seem good, "
"somewhat aprieaa," etc.

Quite evidently tempo was fairly flexible
according to the text of the piece and the abil
ity and feelings of the performer.
Mudarra
comments;
For if a text is of joyful, nappy nature,

the compos of necessity has to go happily and
apriasa.
And if another text is neither com
pletely joyful nor completely sad, it will need
another compas which goes neither joyfully nor
completely sadly. And likewise that which is
completely sad needs a despac io measure, (p.5)

Fuenllana gives no tempo indications in his
pieces, commenting that: "each one must conform
to the disposition of his hands and the dif
ficulty of thé piece... I wish to .say that the'
comp&s should go neither rushed nor very slowly."
(f .v.).
In addition to information on intonation
and tempo, the vihuela books offer advice on
actual playing technique -- left and right hand
technique and the addition of ornamentation.
Still other elements of technique, such as how
to hold the instrument, position of the right
hand, can be deduced from woodcuts and paintings.
Unfortunately however, little iconographie work
has been done at the present time, and more facts
have yet to be collected in this area. John Ward
has examined a few woodcuts in his dissertation
on the vihuela and its music.3 From looking at
these, it seems likely that the right band was
held perpendicular (or nearly so) to the strings
with the little finger placed on the body of
the instrument *
This position was certainly
usedin contemporary lute technique. Different
locations of the hand on the body of the in
strument are evident in the different woodcuts,
varying from close to the bridge to almost over
the rose■ Whether these different positions
were dependent on the person playing, the style
of composition, or on subtleties within the
piece is unknown.
The prefaces to the vihuela books give de
finite information on left and right hand tech
nique. Left hand technique is apparently more
straightforward and thus less discussed: it is
based on the predominantly contrapuntal style
of the vihuela music. All the references in
Bermudo and the vihuela books indicate that be
ginners were first given two- and three-voice
contrapuntal pieces, usually extracted from
Mass movements of prominent composers (such as
Josquin, Morales or Gombert). They then tack
3 John Ward, The Vihuela de Mano and its Mue to (1536~
(Ph.D. dissertation, N, Y. University, 1953),
pp. 12-18.
1756)

led four-part contrapuntal pieces and were fi
nally allowed to compose their own fantasias
and variations on pre-existing pieces (such as
Mass movements, motets, or chord patterns such
as Conde Claras and
Guardona las vacas ) , This
training was excellent for developing a strong
lefthand· The beginners must have learned left
hand fingering gradually as they progressed from
two-line works to difficult four-part counter
point. None of the vihuelista indicate left
hand fingering or give any examples of it, but
their early contrapuntal playing must have soon
taught them the available possibilities.
Ve
negas de Henestrosa makes the only mention of
left hand fingering, and he only comments vague
ly that "in order to ascend and descend the vi
huela, " one should begin "with the second and
fifth, or fourth, fingers of the left hand"
(p.159)· (Venegas
*
second finger is the index
finger).
Several of the vihuelista comment that the
¡player should keep his left hand fingers down
as long as possible to keep the counterpoint
going ■ Fuenllana gives a clear example of hold
ing a bass note while the melody is going on
above. In the following figure:

I_______

. ------- a-------- :--------------

---------©9------------------------ - --------- 3 3 3 e—

he says, "In this whole tactus, one must not
.remove the finger which is on. the second fret
on the fifth string"(f ,6v) . Bermudo warns that
it is especially important to hold suspensions
so that the dissonance can be clearly heard
(f.28). Mudhrra also mentions the importance
of keeping suspensions sounding.
In addition
he has a special sign A which he uses in many
places in his' early works to mean that the fin
der'indicated must be held down one full tactus.

•Only one other bit of left hand technique
is mentioned by the vihuelists. This is the
idea of "splitting courses." Both Bermudo and
■ Fuenllana' mention that in a difficult chordal
■passage, it is possible to finger only one string
a course and pluck the other string open,
thus producing two different notes on one course,
Fuenllana notates a typical chord as follows:

To my knowledge, Capirola is the only lutenist
to use this technique in his works,4

The vihuelists offer a great deal of infor
mation on right hand technique. They mention
the necessity of avoiding unnecessary bass
strings with the thumb. Fuenllana says that
in the following chord
-------- 0------

2

-------- 9------

one must be careful not to strike the open fourth
string with the thumb, since this causes a dis
sonance. He suggests that the player leave the
thumb fixed on the fourth string after striking
the fifth course.
'"Compositione di Meser Vincenzo Capirola"
1517), Ma, Newberry Library.

(ca,

There is no indication in any of the vi
huela sources of how much, if any, arpeggiation
is desired. Obviously the five- and six-part
pieces must be at least slightly arpeggiated,
but there is no direction us to which fingers
should ba used in a six-note chord . Undoubtedly
arpeggiation of four-note chords was a matter
of tasteo

The Spaniards had a number of techniques
for right hand passage work ( redob log ) · Venegas
de Henestrosa summarizes these strokes as fol1 ow0:
Also, know that there are four ways of doing
passage work ( redoblar): one with the second
finger of the right hand, which is called r«doblar de dedi Ila j the second is de figuata caetallanat which is crossing the first finger (thumb)
over the second} th® third way is de figueia
estranjera, which is on th® contrary, crossing
the second finger over th® first; the fourth is
with the second and third fingers, (pp.159-160)

The first of the strokes mentioned by Venegas
is probably th® most novel, since it seems to
be a stroke exclusive to the vihuela; there is
no mention of it in any lute instructions . The
dedtllo stroke evidently consisted of hitting
the first and following odd notes of a passage
with the index finger and the even notes with
the nail of the same finger on its return stroke.
Fuenllana comments that this stroke is "easy and
agreeable to the ear," but he does not like the
sound of the nail on the return stroke, saying,
that "one of the excellences of the instrument
is the blow with which the finger strikes the
string" (f.5v-6). He is far from condemning
the stroke, however, merely commenting that he
does not believe that it is the best available
to the player.

Next to the dedtllo stroke in importance
and popularity is the do« dado« stroke with thumb
and index finger (Venegas’ figueta strokes).
Fuenllana mentions that this stroke is partic
ularly good for the lower three courses. This
stroke is of course the favorite of lutenists
in the sixteenth century for single-line pas
sage work. Milan mentions both the dedtllo and
dos dados strokes, commenting about various of
his fantasias, "this fantasia is only composed
to make use of doa dados," and "the redobles of
these three fantasias are best done with the
dadt I lo" ( p.32, 29) . Mudarra also speaks of both
strokes, claiming that the dos dados is more
certain and gives more grace to passages, but
refusing to condemn the dedtllo stroke. Both
strokes are necessary at certain times, he says,
and he advises using the dedi I lo for descending
passages and the dos dados for ascending pas
sages and cadential ornamentation (p.3). In
summary, Bermudo comments, "it is necessary to
learn the dedtllo and the dos dados ; because
for some passages one is necessary, and for
others, the other" (f.28).
The final stroke mentioned by Venegas, that
with the index and middle fingers, was evidently
less in favor, since the only other source to
mention it is Fuenllana, and the latter uses a
rather crusading tone in speaking of it. Fuen
llana says that this stroke has "perfection of
velocity and cleanness without the intervention
of the nail" (as in the dedtllo ), and he pre
fers it to either of the other two strokes (f.
vi) i Venegas mentions that this stroke is par
ticularly well suited to passage work over a
slower moving bass melody (p«16o)f.and indeed
it is for this reason that the stroke became
popular in lute technique near the end of the
sixteenth century.
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The vihuelists specify that certain fingers
are to be used for notes of greater rhythmic
emphasis. Thus, using the do« dedos stroke for
a passage of eight sixteenth ribtes, the thumb
is to be used for notes 1, 3, 5» and 7, and the
index finger for alternate notes. This has the
effect of grouping the passage into two note
groups. Similarly, Euenllana comments that when
the second and third finger stroke is used, the
middle finger is to be used for notes 1, 3, 5,
and 7 in a passage of eight eighth notes ( f .vi )■>
By analogy then, the forward stroke with the fin
ger in the dedi I to stroke would be used for the
stronger notes and the back stroke with the nail
would be used for the alternate notes.
This
idea of rhythmic grouping with certain fingers
considered stronger than others is foreign to
the modern guitarist. However, it is a concept
which existed for many instruments in the six
teenth century ■ Newman Powell discusses its use
in keyboard technique in his Stanford University
dissertation,5 and George Houle mentions the
same type of articulation for wind instruments
(obtained by different tongueings) in his art
icle, "Tongueing and Rhythmic Patterns in Early
Music" (The American Recorder, VI, no. 2, Spring
1965).

Only one other main element of technique
for the. vihuela remains to be discussed. This
is the type and role of ornamentation added by
the performer. This ornamentation is of two
types: short, quick ornaments on particular
notes, and elaborate divisions between notes«
There are no signs in Spanish tablature which
correspond to the numerous sharps and crosses
designating ornaments in Englishlute tablature®
— probably due to the lack of manuscript vi—
huela sources. However, Venegas mentions two
types of ornaments (quiebro) in his preface:
The quiebro is rocking (.menear) the finger
on the string and fret that you wish to touch;
or, holding it in that place, trilling (quebrar)
with the second or third fingers, one fret or
two above, etc. (p.159)

Venegas’ first quiebro seems to be a vibrato,
but a vibrato used as an ornament on a partic
ular note rather than as a constant part of the
technique. The second quiebro is an alternation
of the note written with the note above it, but
it is uncertain from Venegas * description which
note comes on the beat . Unfortunately, he does
not describe either the placement or function
of these ornaments.

The vihuelists generally seem to discourage
the diminution type of ornamentation, although
their.numerous comments about it indicate that
it was often practiced. Unlike most sixteenth
century performers, they feel that such orna
mentation is not necessary, and the performer
is not shirking his duties by omitting it. Quite
likely, the difficulty of playing four-, five-,
^Newman Wilson Powell, Early Keyboard Fingering and
its Effect on Articulation (M.A.dissertation, Stanford

University, 1954).
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and six-part counterpoint on the vihuela tended
to discourage the addition of elaborate orna
mentation, Bermudo, as a theorist, is the most
adamant about avoiding gloaas or diminutions:
He who wishes to take advantage of this book
should take as principal advice: that he not
make g losas in music ... the wors t corruption of
music among players is importune glosas» ( f.29v) ,

He goes on to say that it is a.n outrage for a
poorly instructed performer to dare to add or
namentation to a work carefully composed by a
great composer such as Morales , Fuenllana com
ments that the player should avoid glosas except
"at cadences or at such time as the composition
gives the place" (f,v). Valderrabano writes:
I did not put a gloea in all the composition
so that it can be played better and with less
difficulty; and each one should ornament accord
ing to his hand; and because the music which is
composed these days has so much counterpoint
that it will not suffer glosa» However, in some
pieces I did put (ornamentation) which suited
to show those who wish to play it. (f.3)

Obviously Valderrabano contradicts bimself every
other sentence, vacilliating between condemning
the poor ornamentation of ill—equipped perfor
mers and desiring to show that good'ornamenta
tion has its proper place. As seen from Fuenllana's comment, cadential ornaments (variations
of the groppo)to ornament the standard suspen
sion cadence were generally expected. Addi
tional ornamentation■could be added if it Was
carefully worked out so that it did not ,obscure
the intent of the composer.

In conclusion then, vihuela technique is
similar to lute technique with a few important
exceptions, The vihuelists were very concerned
with intonation, and they considered playing
in tune in each mode to be an important part of
technique.
Lutenists were undoubtedly also
interested in playing in tune, but their in
struction books contain little information about
the technical means to achieve desired into
nation, The concept of conp&s is basic for un
derstanding the vihuela music (just as it is
for lute music) , and the vihuelists are unusual
ly precise in comparison to other sixteenth cen
tury writers as to tempo. Left and right hand
technique seems quit© similar to lute style,
with the important exception of the dedillo
stroke for the right hand. The vihuela music
contains an unusually high percentage of pure
contrapuntal pieces in comparison with the lute
repertoire -- particularly intabulationa from
sacred works, Thus, less ornamentation is ex
pected from the vihuelist than from, say, the
Italian lutenist playing ricercari and pass’«
mezzi · The demands that polyphony make on the
performer make the vihuela repertory a difficult
one. Even the pieces marked facil, easy, by
the composer are difficult to the accomplished
modern performer — a good indication of the
level of technique achieved by sixteenth-cen
tury vihuelists.

NOTES ON THE JANE PICKERING LUTE BOOK,
With Special Emphasis on the Music for Two Lutes
Thomas F. Kelly

The manuscript housed in the British Museum
under shelf number Eger ton 2046 ha s a more con
venient name derived from the inscription on
the flyleaf, which reads "Jane Pickeringe owe
this Books 1616." If this inscription is writ
ten in the owner’s hand, as seems likely, then
it was Jane Pickering herself who copied the
greater portion of the manuscript. It is un
fortunate that nothing is known of the identity
of Jane Pickering, Augustus Hughes-Hughes, the
cataloguer of manuscript music in the British
Museum, suggests that she is "probably the same
Jane Puckering whose father, Sir Thomas, was
created a baronet in 1612 and whose aunt Dorothy
married Sir Adam Newton, tutor to prince Henry."12
According to the Dictionary of National Biography,
however, Sir Thomas Puckering married in 1616,
and his surviving daughter died in 1652 o3 Thus
Jane Puckering would have' had to inscribe the
flyleaf in the year of her birth· Further re
search into the history of the Puckering family
and the Pickerings of Northamptonshire has
failed to discover evidence of a more likely
Jane. Whoever she was, the compiler of this
manuscript has left us a handsome collection
from the "golden age" of English lute music·
The book is presently bound in leather·
Coats of arms on the front and inside cover,
and the initials "J P" on the front cover are
tooled in gold·5 The manuscript is on paper,
and is bound in folio. There are fifty-four
folios, measuring about nineteen centimeters
wide and thirty centimeters high, each numbered
in the upper right hand margin· On folios .46
through 54, immediately above these numbers ap
pears another series of numbers 83 to 91, each ox’
which has been crossed out with a single stroke,
suggesting that the leaves so numbered were at
one time bound in another place, or that the manu
script once contained at least 91 folios, of
which some thirty-eight have since disappeared·
Folios 46 through ?1 (inclusive) are reversed
in the present binding, so that they are upside
down and appear in reverse order. On recto and
verso of each folio are ten six-line staves,
drawn by hand·
The music in this book was evidently record
ed by three persons at separate times· The major
portion of the pieces is recorded in the fine,
careful hand identified with Jane Pickering.
This section extends from f. 4 ..through f. 36;

another piece in Jane Pickering ’ s hand, a very
long one entitled "the battell,” is found at
the end of the book ( ff. 52-54) · The other two
sections, evidently written later in the seven
teenth century, occupy folios 37 through 51·
The music written in the hand of Jane Pick
ering, which may be dated before 1616,4 is in
careful French tablature, with very few errors·
The first fifteen pieces in this section con
stitute a valuable collection of music for two
lutes, presenting both lute parts in all cases
but, one· This is particularly convenient since
many contemporaneous.manuscripts present only
one part of each duet. These pieces appear with
following titles in the manuscript:

f .4

The pavecheo for ij lutes by
Johnsone (incomplete)

f .4

Lavecheo gallyerde for i j lutes
by Johnsone
Lavecheo gallyerde for i j lutes
by Johnsone

f .4’
f ,4’-5
f .5

f .5’
f.5‘-&

5 David Lumsden, "The Sourcesof English Lute Music,"
unpubl.diss. ( Ph .D . ), Cambridge University, approved
1957; vol. I, 171* Hughes-Hughes (Catalogue, III, 66)
states "On the cover are the initials I. P. on either
side of the royal arms."
<ÿ>

the
for
the
for

galyerd to the flatt pavion
ij luttes by Johnsone
galyerd to the flatt payion
ij luttes by Johnsone

f ,6
f .6'

Drewries accordes
drewries accordes

f.6'-7
f.7'-8

delatrumba for ij luttes
delatrumba for ij luttes

f 08
f .8

Larosignall for ij luttes.

f .8’

larosignoll
a Treble
the grounae to the treble before

f.8'-9
f .9

the ground to the quadro galyerd
to the treble

f.9'-10
f .10

the quadro paving
the gronud to the quadro paving
treble

f.lO’-ll

the treble to the Spanish Pavlnge
by Alfontes
the ground to the treble

f .11

f.ll'-12
1 Augustus Hughes-Hughes( Catalogue of Manuscript Music
in the British Museum, vol III (London, 1909), 66.
2James McMullen Rigg, "Puckering, Sir John," The
Dictionary of National Biography (London, 1911, reprinted
1949-50) XVI, 444.

the flatt pavion for i j luttes by
Johnsone
the flatt pavion for i j luttes by
Johnsone

the treble to the pavlnge of
allasons

'The date on the flyleaf appears to be wtitten in
a different ink from the rest of the inscription. If
it was written at a different time from the rest of
the inscription, its position indicates that it was
entered after the signature. Indeed, Richard Newton
(English Lute Music of the Golden AgeJ* Proceedings of
the (Royal) Musical Xssociai ion LXV (1938-39), ?6, n. 3),
suggests that Jane Pickering may have added the date
later, since all the pieces in her hand can be dated
before 1600.
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f .12

the ground to the treble

f,12’-13
f .13
f .13'-14
f.14
fe14’-15
f .15

the treble to the quadro galyer
th® ground to the treble

a treble by Mr Johnson
th® grownd to the treble
a treble
the grownd to the treble before

f .52'-53
f •53,-54

the battell®
the battell for ij lutes

Concordant versions of many of these pieces
«re to be found in other manuscripts, The first
piece in the manuscript is incomplete i f.4? now
the first page of music in the book, begins with
the last sixteen bars of "th® pavecheo for i^
lutes by Johnsons·" These bars ar® concordant
witha version appearing on p.45 of the Ballet
lute book5 entitled "lavecheo for two lutes;"
in the Brogyntyn manuscript (pp· 28-29)67 ap
pears the second lute part only, entitled "L®~
veche pavan," Thus th® incomplete Pickering
version evidently forms a pair with the fol
lowing "Lavecheo gallyerde."
An untitled version of both lute parts to
the ’Lavecheo" galliard appears in the Wickham
brook manuscript? onff. 15"-16, Th® first lut®
part is found in the Brogyntyn manuscript at
page 29, entitled "The Galliard to Levech®·"
A "flatt paven" on f,21 of Cambridge Univ
ersity Library Ms. Dd®. 5.18 (Hereafter cited
as Dd. 3.1-8) and the "Galliard to the flatt
paven" on f .22 are closely related to the Pick
ering versions. Possibly for consort,
each
consists of a single treble line whose figura
tions follow the two-lute version closely, adopting the notes of that part which has the
more elaborate figurations.

"Drewries accordes" has two concordant ver
sions. Onf.48 of the Ballet lute book appear
both lute parts, entitled "a ffancy for two
lutes:" the first lute part appears in the Bro
gyntyn manuscript at p. 30, entitled "Mr Drew
ries accord, for 2 luts," If Mr. Drewrie is
the composer of this piece, then it seems to
be his only surviving composition. It is pos
sible, however, that the piece is dedicated to
Drewrie rather than ascribed to him, since all
the pieces in the Pickering lute book, with a
single exception,8 mention the composer of th®
piece after the title—thus, for example, "A
pavin by Rosseters" (f.26) and not "Rosseters
pavin."
The first lute part of "delatruraba" appears
in the Brogyntyn manuscript at pp. 26-27, and
in the Tollemache lute manuscript on ff. 10’ll.9 In addition, the version in Dd. 3.18
(ff. 45-46) entitled "De la tromba paven," is
related to the Pickering version· Apparently
a consort piece, it consists of a treble line
only and contains many measures identical with
measures in the Pickering lute book.
The ground on f.9 appears in the Brogyntyn
manuscript at p« 12. Two versions of the ground
are presented, each marked with "finis" and
each having the same length and harmonic pat
5 Dublin, Trinity College Library Ms, D.I. 21.
6 National Library of Wales, Aberystwyth, Brogyntyn
Ms. 27.
7 Yale Faculty of Music Library, The Wickhambrook
lute-book.
8"Strogers galyerd," f.17·
9 According to Robert Spencer, "The Tollemache Lute
Manuscript," The Lute Society Journal 19.65, p»39*
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tern« The second version is identical with the
Pickering ground except that the bars are twice
as Long. The two grounds together are entitled
"th® ground« to A treble Sett by Mr John John
son." However, no treble is present. The tre
ble and ground appear together in Folger 1610.110
-7)
*
(ff.6
entitled "the Queenes treble." The
treble also appears in Dd. 3.18 beginning on
fs4 and continuing on f .3 ’ , entitled "A Dump;"
in the same manuscript,a table of "lessons in
this book" (f.73) calls it "J: Johnsons 2· Dump,"

The treble to the Spanish Pavane appears
in Dd· 3.18 (ff. 14
-15);
*
the ground is not
present. This treble, like the several others
in th® same manuscript related to two-lute
pieces in the Pickering book, may be intended'
for consort performance.
"The battelle," undoubtedly the longest
piece in the English lute repertoire, appears
in a version for solo lute in four manuscripts;
British Museum Add. Ms. 38539 (ff, 23,-25);
Cambridge University Library Ms.Dd. 2.11 (ff.
29'-31);Folger 1610.1 (ff. 19’-21
);and
*
Tri
nity College. Dublin Ms. D. 3.30 (pp. 60-6?)·
Two styles of composition may be distin
guished among these pieces for two lutes. Se
veral ar® written in a "treble-ground" style
in which on® lut® plays a harmonic ground while
the second plays an ornate division. Pieces
in this style are clearly indicated by the
titles in the manuscript; one of the parts is
designated as treble, the other as ground.
These pieces demand a virtuoso ability of one
player, requiring only competence and patience
of the other. The remaining pieces are written
in an "alternating" style which demands equal
abilities of both players; the distinction be
tween highly-figured melody and supporting har
mony is retained, but these elements are reg
ularly exchanged between the two lute parts ·
Pieces in this style are indicated in the man
uscript as being "for ij lutes." "Larosignoll"
and "drewries accordes, " charming little pieces
of only moderate difficulty are examples of this
"alternating" style·

Each of the three dance pairs is united by
elements common to both members. The Flat Pavane
and Galliard of John Johnson11 display a close
parallelism in form, melody and harmony. Each
is made of three equal strains with reprises
of the same length. The galliard adopts through
out the harmonic and melodic structure of the
pavane, accommodating them to its triple rhythm.
A glance at the opening bars will indicate the
common material of these pieces: (see examples
at the end of this article).
It has been mentioned that the Lavecheo
Pavane ("Pavecheo"), also by John Johnson, is
incomplete in the manuscript. The version which
can be reconstructed from Ballet and Brogyntyn,
however, displays such a clear parallelism with
the Lavecheo galliard in Jane Pickering--three
equal strains with common melodic and harmonic
structure—that there can be no doubt, they form
a pair as closely related as Johnson’s Flat
Pavane and Galliard,
The Quadro Pavane and Galliard, written in
the treble-ground style, are united by q common
harmonic structure. The ground of each consists
of a statement of the passawewo aoderno followed
10Folger Shakespeare Library, Ms. 1610.1.
11 The attribution to John Johnson is based on a
cognate version of the flat pavan for solo lute in
Cambridge Univereity Library Ms . Dd. 2-11 ( f .87 ) en
titled "The flatt.paven Jo Johnson."

by a coda half as long, with repeats indicated
for both sections; and the two codas have the
same harmonic structure. These pieces derive
their name from the B natural--"B quadratuia"—
characteristic of the major mode of the pasaamezzo moderno in contrast to the minor mode of
the paasamezzo ant ico · 12 To accommodate the
through-composed treble, the ground of the pavan
must be played as follows:
,

pass, mod,

32 bars

.

Coda
16 bars *

The gaillard13 uses this arrangement twice, thus;

near® m® and lov® sie," "The maids in cons trite, "
"Chow bento," "Daphney and Corridon."
There
are nine untitled pieces.
This manuscript has the distinction of hav
ing th® largest number of "Toys" of any .of the .
known sources of English lute music.
Thir
teen of these pieces, all of them anonymous,
appear in the manuscript; consisting usually
of 4- or 8- bar sections with or without repeats,
they rang® in length from eight bars to almost
half a page. They appear to be fitted onto the
bottoms of pages where a longer piece could not
be begun without necessitating a page turn.16

It should be noted that, for several of
these pieces, the two parts cannot be read si
multaneously from the manuscript, since they
would necessitate opening the book to two places
at once» They can, of course, be performed if
one of the players has memorized his part be
forehand, a simple matter where a short ground
is involved. However, none of these pieces-—
"Lavecheo gallyerde, ’’ "Drewries accordes, " "Delatromba" and *' Larossignoil"-- makes use of a
ground.

The pieces and composers of this section
provide a representative sampling of English
solo lute music of the turn of the century.
JohnDowland, whose seven pieces are the largest
contribution by one composer, is represented
by many of his best known works for lute, in
cluding his "Lachrimae," "Semper dolens," and
"Pipers pavan." Francis Cutting is represented
by two pavanes and one almaine; Daniel Bachelor
contributed two pavanes and a galliard; to Phil
ip Rossiter is ascribed a paired pavane and galiard. John Johnson is represented in this sec
tion by three pieces: a pavane, the "Delight
galyerd," and a set of variations on the "Car
man’s Whistle." Two compositions, "The English
Huntsuppe" and "Daphney and Corridon," are at
tributed to the otherwise unknown composer John
Whitfeild (or Whitfeld) . One piece each is at
tributed to Alison, Strogers, Collarde and Holborne« On f.33
*
appears "My lord Willoughbies
welcomhome by Mr Byrd:" another version of this
piece, set by Dowland, appears at f.25 · On f.29
is a piece, otherwise untitled, followed by the
capital letters "A H F." ■ The significance of
these letters is uncertain.17
The section of the manuscript from ff.37
to 51
*
is not written in the hand of Jane Pick
ering. The notation here is different in sev
eral respects from that which precedes it.
There are many ornaments; mensural rhythmic
signs are used; and a single sign is understood
to remain in force until contradicted by a new
signo
Clusters of dots near letters in the
tablature indicate left hand fingerings. As
many as ten courses are required to play some
of th® pieces« The tablature appears to have
been recorded hastily, in the flowing style of
writing characteristic of mid-seventeenth-cen
tury French sources.

The music for solo lute in the hand of Jane
Pickering extends from f .15 to f.36. There are
sixty-two pieces: eight pavanes; eight galliards (of which only one—that by Rosseter, f.26
--is paired with a pavane); two fantasias, two
courantes; one almaine , Twelve pieces make use
of broadside ballad tunes,15 and the titles of
several others suggest popular tunes: "Draw®

Two different hands may be distinguished
in this latter portion of the manuscript. The
first of these extends from f,37
*
to f«45’,
and from f«51
*
to f*
50 ’ · These latter folibs
are among those reversed in the binding, so that
when inverted they follow in reverse order im
mediately after f.45.

Il pass, aod. Il
Coda
II pass, nod, II
Coda
||
[I* 16 bars *
|| ’ 8 bars *[[
16 bars x||s 8 bars !||
The repetition of sections of the ground gives
a feeling of varied reprise, although the treble
is generally no more elaborate during repeti
tions than elsewhere«
The single pavanes for two lutes display
a variety of construction« Alison's pavan® has
the normal s true ture of three equal (12 bar)
strains, each with a varied reprise« The Span
ish lavane is actually a set of six divisions
on a 16-bar ground which is a variant form of
the folia,14
"Delatrumba, ’’ which is called a
pavane in the Dd, 3 «18 version, consists of
three strains, the central one being half as
long (8 bars) as the others« The final strain
employs the trumpet-like figurations from which
the piece probably derives its name«
In addition to the Quadro and Spanish pa
vane basses already mentioned, two trebles witlf
well-known grounds are included in this section.
The ground on f«9 is the bergasiasca; that on
f. 14 is essentially the romanesca, with slight
harmonic modifications. On f.l5isthe ground
to ’’Browning" or "The leaves be green."

12See Otto Gombosi, "Stephen Foster and 'Gregory
Walker,’" The Musical Quarterly XXX (19t*l*)i 145®
15 It should be noted that the two grounds for this
galliard (ff.8, 13) are identical,
1(1 See Claude Simpson, The British Broadside Ballad
and its Music (New Brunswick, New Jersey, 1966), s.v.
"Spanish Pavane;" John M, Ward, "Apropos The British
Broadside Ballad and its Music," Journal of the American
Musicological Society XX (1967) , 75; and Diana Poulton,
"Notes on the Spanish Pavan," 77te Lute Society Journal
(1961), pp. 5-16.
"Sweet robyne, " f .22’ ; "My lord Wil lobes wellcome
home," ff. 25, 33; "The English hunts up," f.32; "the
carmans whistle," ff· 32’-53; "Sweet Robyhne," f.35;
"The Spanish Pavan, " ff , 10'-11; unti tied (,**What if a
Day,") f .19 ; ("Bara faustus dream,") f.24; "A Toy®";
"Go from my window, "f .29’; ("the Queen*s Almain, "ff.
3O’-31.

There are seventeen pieces written in this
hand, of which five are untitled and have no
ascription« Three pieces are ascribed to "Jo:
Lawrence:"a courante (f
43)»
*
"A Ballat" (f.43)»
and a sarabands (f.44). These are followed by
a series of nine pieces having some connection
with a certain Gautier:

f.44
*
f,44

Untitled piece, followed by
"Gautier"
"Coranto Gautier"

16 One of the toys from this manuscript is repro
duced in Diana Poulton, 4j; Introduction to Lute Playing,
(London, 1961), musical examples p. 3·
17 Lumsden, "Sources," II, cat* no* 379» indicates
that they do not represent "Anthony Holborn' s Funeral,"
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f .44»-45
f .45
-51
*
f ,51
*
f .51’
f .51
f .50'
f.50'

untitled piece, followed by
"Tuning Gautior"
’ "a Corranto Gau:"
"Besse Bell Gau,"
"Trenschmoor Gua:"
"Gauteir Tuneing Hornerpipe"
untitled, "Gautoir tunings"
"Galliarde Gautior tuneing"

It is not certain whether this Gautier is
the composer of the pieces to which his name is
attached. The fact that they occur together,
and the presence of a diagrammed "Tuning Gau
tier" (C D E F / G c f a ’ c * e ’ ) on f.45 in
dicate at least that they are all to be played
in the same tuning. Indeed, the indicated tun
ing is the only one which yields musically sat
isfactory results. Investigation of other
sources with more definite ascriptions may ul
timately reveal whether these are in fact Gau
tier compositions.
The dating of this section is problematical.
Hughes-Hughes, in his inventory of th® manu
script, states that "ff. 37-45b and 51b-46 (re
versed) appear to have been transcribed about
1664-1678, at which time Denis Gaultier (appar
ently the principal contributor) flourished. 18
Richard Newton, however, suggests that this
Gaultier may be Jacques Gaultier, or "Gaultier
d'Angleterre," and thus dates the pieces about
1625-1635.19
Both writers overlook the fact
that there are two hands present in this latter
portion of the’manuscript, and neither questions
the validity of the attribution of the pieces
with Gautier tunings. In addition, neither
mentions Lawrence, whose pieces may help to date
this section.
In Lafontaine's summary of the records of
the King’s Musick,a certain John Lawrence appears several times from 1626 to 1635: he first
appears on June 13, 1626, in a warrant to pro
vide liveries for several musicians, among whom
is "John Laurance."20 The same name, spelled
alternatively "Lawraunce," or "Lawrence','" ap
pears regularly in the lists of payments for
1RHughes-Hughes, Catalogue, HI, 66 .
190p, cit. ,(above, note 4), p. 76.
Z0Henry Cart de Lafontaine, The King's Musick (Lon
don, 1909, p. 61.

liveries until 1635. In 1628 he is listed as
a musician "for the lutes and voices." 21 On
April 30, 1635, was issued a warrant "to swear
Mr. William Lawes a musician to his Majesty in
ordinary for the lutes and voices in the place
of John Lawrence, deceased."22 It seems likely
that this is the Lawrence who composed the
pieces in the Pickering lute book; this latter
section may thus roughly be dated before 1635·
From f.49
*
to f.46.appear several pieces
written in a third hand. The style of the music,
the profuse ornamentation, and similarities of
notation suggest that this section was written
at a time not far removed from the date of the
preceding section. Unfortunately no composer
is named in this group, and the dating must for
the moment remain imprecise. There are four
teen pieces, of which eight are untitled« Of
these latter, three are unmeasured. Six pieces
are given titles: "Prelude," f.49; "Sarabande,"
f.48'; "Madamoiselle de Veau (?)," f.47; "The
King's March," ff. 47-46
*
; "Le Sarabande," f.
46'; "Sarabande," fa46.
Special tunings are frequent in this latter
portion of the manuscript. In addition to the
Gautier tuning mentioned above, the Lawrence
Courante (f .43) Is followed by the words "Harps
way," which maybe an indication of the tuning
to be used. The Lawrence Sarabande (f .44) is
followed by a "Tuning flat way, or Lawrence:"
C Db Eb F / G c f ab· c* f * . The King's March
(ffo 47-46') is also followed by its own tun
ing: CDEF/Gcfa'c'f'.
Thus the Jane Pickering lute book in its
present form is not entirely the work of its
namesake; the major portion of the music, re
corded by her, is a good compendium of works
from the "golden age" of English lute music,
including a valuable collection of pieces for
two lutes. The manuscript also contains two
brief collections of music from later in the
seventeenth century. The lute music of this
later period, perhaps because of its associa
tion with the ’.'decline" of the lute in England,
has not yet received th® attention it deserves .
p. 66.
™Ibid., p. 91.

MUSICAL EXAMPLES;
THE FLATT PAVION
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TUE GALYEUP TO TUE FLATT PAVJON
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This being the first issue of the Journal of
the Lute Society of America it is appropriate that
something be said about the society itself·
Early in 1966 Suzanne Bloch, Stanley Buetens,
Hugh Gough and I discussed the need for such a
society arid set to work to organize it. After
a preliminary meeting was held, to which all
those we knew who might be interested were in
vited, we expanded our mailing list, wrote let
ters, incorporated, and settled down to busi
ness.

The Lute Society of America was organized
to cultivate, promote, foster, sponsor, and de
velop understanding, taste and love of the mus
ical arts, and especially to promote interest
in the LUTE and other stringed instruments; to
increase and stimulate public interest in the
playing of the lute and its music; to coordinate
groups of lutenists and to render assistance by
furnishing a central place where such groups may
apply for information; and generally to promote
interest of people in fine music. The society
is not organized for profit. (Our attorney,
Irwin Pankeri, composed these words, for the most
part, when he wrote our charter).
We publish a newsletter which is sent to
members irregularly, issued at least four times
a year. We also publish sheet music, a minimum
of one copy per year to be issued free to mem
bers, and other copies to be issued to members

ata discount of 25%· A list of members is pub
lished in the spring and includes a listing of
lutemakers and repairmen, suppliers of lutes,
strings and accessories, teachers of the lute,
and other pertinent information. Meetings for
playing the lute, and discussion of its history,
technique, etc., are held at irregular intervals
wherever there are enough members to make it de
sirable. As the society grows we hope to pro
vide other services for our members.
Membership in.the society is open to anyone
who is interested in the lute and its music.
Such persons shall become members in good stand
ing upon payment of dues for the current year.
Annual dues are $10,00 ·
This journal, free to members, is available
to non-members, libraries and other organiza
tions at the price of $3.00. We hope to pub
lish it annually, provided that some major· ob
stacles can be surmounted. Modest as it is, this
first issue has been a struggle,. Even as we go
to press, we are aware that many improvements
must be made, (e,ff·, book and record reviews could
be much more than the little notes below). And
yet, we haven’t done too badly, for our first
attempt; the articles herein are certainly of
real interest, and we will have difficulty in
maintaining, let alone improving, on the quality
of our articles,
Kt LaBarre

RECENT PUBLICATIONS

SGF-1 Sonata for Guitar and Flute (or Tenor Re
corder) in G Major by Ernst Gottlieb Baron ( 1696»
1760) edited by Stanley Buetens, Originally
written for traverse flute and baroque lute but
equally successful for guitar with flute or re
corder ■ The original key is maintained so it
is still playable on the lute, $2.00«

JSL-1 Lute Recercars by Dalza, Spinacino, Bossinensis and Capirola edited by Stanley Buetens,
Thirteen early 16th century Italian pure instru
mental pieces for lute. Given in French tablature and in a transcription for guitar, A
foreword explains the form and history of these
pieces arid gives an explanation of th-e tablature, $3,50,

JV-1 Vihuela Series, Volume 1, Luis Milan edited
by Joan Myers. All six pavans and three fan
tasies- are presented in tablature and in tran
scription for guitar. $2.50.
All three of the above are available from In
struments Antiqua Publications , P.O. Box 199,
Menlo Park, California, Other works are in pre
paration.
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Harvard Publications in Music, 1
* The Complete
Works of- Anthony Holborne, Volume I · Music for
Lute and Bandora edited by Masakata Kanasawa,
The title, or more especially the numbering, is
confusing. This is the complete (except for
two pieces) lute and bandora works of Holborne,
"Volume I" indicating that other works of his
will follow, This is also the first of a series
of publications in music. Presented in tabla
ture and transcription, 53 pieces for lute,
and 15 pieces for bandora. Harvard University
Press, Cambridge, Mass, $9.95,

Laute Theorbe Chitarrone, Die Instrumente, ihre
Musik und Literatur von I500 bis zur Gegenwart,
von Ernst Pholmann
This book, in German, seems
to be a thorough study of the instruments·, their
history and technique written by a prominent
lut-enist. It is the result of many years of
research, Much of it should be useful even for
those who don’t read German, and it should be
extremely valuable for those who do, Archiv
"Deutsche Musikpflege", 28 Bremen, Hoppenbank
3. DM,36. DM (Deutsche Mark) are worth about
S.2 5, so the price would be under $10.00,

HISTORICAL INSTRUMENT WORKSHOP
RESTORATION ANO REPAIR ON AU MANNER OF HISTORICAL INSTROMENTS

• Accessories and supplies for players and builders of these instruments.
• Instruments from the workshops of the finest modern makers.

• Keyboard, string, and wind instruments custom made in our workshop.

-A
/nquirieswe/eome. Catalogue available on request.

P.O. BOX 181

ROOSEVELT, NEW YORK 11575
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BAROQUE INSTRUMENTS
MADE · REPAIRED · SOLD

GUITAR
RECORDER
WOODWINDS

GUITARS · LUTES · HARPS
VIRGINALS · HARPSICHORDS
LESSONS · ACCESSORIES

By Appointment
213-477-2224
11908 Wilshire Blvd.
Los Angeles, Calif. 90025

209 South State

665-8001

Ann Arbor, Michigan
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